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ABSTRACT
Coral reefs are under increasing threat from a diversity of stressors. These reefs have
undergone a phase shift from coral-dominated to algal-dominated ecosystems, and in many cases
other functional groups such as sponges are now the predominant organisms on many reefs. This
dissertation investigated the responses of a common branching sponge, Aplysina cauliformis, to
algal contact, eutrophication, hurricanes, and disease.
The effects of algal competition, anthropogenic nutrients and a combination of these
stressors on A. cauliformis were examined using factorial designed field experiments on
Bahamian reefs. These experiments demonstrated a complex interaction between sponge and
alga, in which the green alga, Microdictyon marinum, elicited a competitive effect on the sponge,
through shading of its photosymbionts, but contact with the sponge facilitated increased algal
productivity. Elevated nutrient concentrations had a positive effect on M. marinum by increasing
algal productivity, but showed mixed effects on A. cauliformis, by increasing sponge symbiont
abundance, while decreasing overall holobiont health. A further investigation of the spongealgal interaction using stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen showed that algal facilitation was
likely due to nitrogen transfer from the sponge. In addition, these experiments showed that algal
contact did not have acute effects on internal sponge regulation and partitioning of carbon and
nitrogen resources.
The fate and dynamics of the sponge disease Aplysina Red Band Syndrome (ARBS) in A.
cauliformis were investigated in situ. This study showed that ARBS infection decreased an
ii

individual’s chance of survival on the reef. Dynamics of ARBS were investigated using spatial
pattern analysis of A. cauliformis populations and revealed that direct physical contact was the
transmission mechanism for ARBS within a population. In the three year period of this study,
hurricane effects on sponge population an disease dynamics were also investigated, and showed
a dramatic loss in sponge population biomass, increased breakage, especially in diseased
individuals, and randomization of ARBS distribution within the population. With current
environmental conditions often favoring alternative states in which organisms such as sponges
and/or algae are the dominant organisms, it is important to understand how these organisms
respond to multiple environmental stressors.
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INTRODUCTION
Coral reefs have experienced dramatic changes due to several natural and
anthropogenic stressors that threaten the diversity and function of these important communities
(Porter and Meier 1992, Hughes 1994, Aronson et al. 2004, Ward and Lafferty 2004). Coral reefs
are the most diverse ecosystems on the planet (Connell 1978, Knowlton 2001). Despite
occupying 0.1-0.5% of the global oceans, they host about one third of the ocean’s species
(Moberg and Folke 1999). In addition to their biological importance from the standpoint of
diversity, these ecosystems provide many goods and services to humans such as food, medicine,
shoreline protection, and tourism (Moberg and Folke 1999). Coral reef ecosystems contribute
both directly and indirectly to the livelihood of a vast number of people in the world, yet with
coastal development continually increasing, these ecosystems are under threat (Moberg and
Folke 1999, Bellwood et al. 2004, Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). To truly understand the degree
of this threat we must first understand the ecological processes that structure these immensely
complex and diverse ecosystems. A combination of ecological processes such as competition,
predation, pathogenesis, and periodic disturbances maintain diversity on coral reefs (Jackson and
Buss 1975).
Coral reef ecosystems are characterized by high levels of interspecific and
intraspecific competition. Sessile organisms in these ecosystems compete predominantly for
resources such as space (Jackson and Buss 1975, Carpenter 1990, Díaz and Rützler 2001), light
(Huston 1985, McCook et al. 2001), and
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biochemical nutrients (McCook 1999, Lapointe et al. 2004) by employing a variety of strategies
such as allelopathy or rapid growth. Allelopathy has been shown in several reef taxa including
corals, sponges and macroalgae (Jackson and Buss 1975, Rasher and Hay 2010, Rasher et al.
2011). Rapid growth has classically been shown in branching corals that can overtop slower
growing massive corals, reducing irradiance and water flow to them (Huston 1985). More
recently this strategy has been shown in macroalgae that grow much faster than many coral
species, and in some instances can overgrow and smother corals and other reef organisms
(McCook et al. 2001). Non-sessile organisms such as reef fish compete for limited food sources
or suitable refuge from predators. Abundances of these organisms that exceed the resources
available can lead to increased vulnerability to predation or starvation.
Predation, like competition, is a powerful influence on species abundance and
diversity on coral reefs. Coral reefs are characterized by very high levels of predation in
complex food webs (Paine 1966). These food webs often have considerable overlap of prey for
organisms that have broadly similar nutritional requirements (Knowlton 1992). A classic
example on coral reefs is the regulation of macroalgal abundance through predation (herbivory).
This type of regulation is often referred to as top-down regulation, whereby herbivores such as
urchins, parrotfishes, surgeonfishes, and others graze down algal populations (Lewis 1985),
which in turn makes suitable substrate available for colonization by corals and sponges (Hughes
1994, Hughes and Connell 1999). This process often works in conjunction with competition in
that if one group of organisms becomes over abundant, they would start competing with each
other for resources such as food and refuge, which may make them more vulnerable to predation.
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While some ecological theory suggests that with the high levels of competition and
predation on coral reefs one group of organisms would eventually emerge as dominant, coral
reefs have maintained their great diversity (Connell 1978, Knowlton 1992). The key to the
maintenance of this diversity is likely the occurrence of periodic disturbances (Connell 1978,
Knowlton 1992).

One major difference between tropical and non-tropical ecosystems is that

tropical ecosystems are not subjected to routine seasonal resetting from changes in the
environment (Paine 1966). Natural disturbances to coral reefs are historically infrequent
allowing for large amounts of niche overlap and the success of a great number of species within
these ecosystems (Connell 1978). In this way, coral reefs never reach an equilibrium state that
favors the emergence of a dominant member at each trophic level. Disturbances to these systems
are in the forms of periodic storm events and disease outbreaks. While these periodic
disturbances help to maintain the great diversity on coral reefs, they can also in some cases lead
to large scale shifts in these communities. Fossil evidence suggests that climatic occurrences
such as prolonged El Nino events can dramatically shift coral reef community composition for a
period of time (Aronson et al. 2004, Toth et al. 2012). These periodic natural events are rare, and
despite their dramatic effects, these systems often rebound.
The biggest concern today is that through human influence, we are changing these
ecosystems at a faster rate than has ever happened in history. Coral reefs have evolved to endure
a certain level of disturbance, but at some threshold of human induced stress, these systems may
not have the ability to recover (Connell 1978, Knowlton 1992, Hughes and Connell 1999,
Nyström et al. 2000). The problem with these human-induced stressors is that they disrupt these
ecosystems by affecting the ecological processes that have historically structured them. The
release of anthropogenic nutrients through agricultural runoff and sewage seepage has been
3

shown to potentially have large impacts on coral reef communities (Lapointe 1997, Lapointe et
al. 2004). Overexploitation of fisheries resources has led to community imbalances in these
ecosystems leading to dramatic changes in species composition and overall ecosystem function
(Hughes 1994). Marine diseases have had a profound impact on the abundance of many
important functional groups on coral reefs. Two prominent examples are white band disease,
which has decimated Acropora populations throughout the Caribbean (Aronson and Precht
2001), and an unknown pathogen that wiped out over 90% of the important Caribbean herbivore
Diadema antillarum (Lessios 1988). More recently, the effects of human induced increases in
CO2 levels and global climate change have been observed (Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010).
Increasing frequency of temperature extremes has led to wide-spread bleaching of corals, the
major habitat builder in these ecosystems (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007). Increased CO2 in
seawater has caused the pH of the ocean to decrease, which has been shown to have major
impacts on some organisms that depend on the process of calcification (Hoegh-Guldberg et al.
2007, Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010). Many organisms that rely on calcification are essential
conspicuous members of these communities and range from primary producers such as corals
and calcareous algae, to predators such as urchins and sea stars (Hoegh-Guldberg 1999, HoeghGuldberg et al. 2007, Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010). These stressors have had profound
impacts on community composition and diversity in coral reef ecosystems, shifting these
communities away from hard coral domination and towards sponge, octocoral and macroalgae
domination (Norström et al. 2009). While these stressors are often addressed separately in
studies, the reality is that coral reefs often experience many of these natural and anthropogenic
stressors simultaneously (Hughes and Connell 1999), so to truly understand these systems, we
must understand the interactive effects of multiple stressors.
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Two competing theories have been developed to understand the reasons for the phaseshift that has been witnessed on Caribbean coral reefs over the past couple decades. Top-down
theory states that species diversity and abundance is regulated via predation control in the food
web (Aronson and Precht 2000), Bottom-up control theory states that species diversity and
abundances are controlled by limited nutrients in these systems (Lapointe 1997). The bottom-up
theory argues that even when herbivores have been restored in some areas, they have not been
able to restore community balance and return the community to a coral dominated one (Lapointe
1997). Top-down theory argues that elevated nutrient levels represent local influences and are
not widespread enough to have the Caribbean basin wide effect that has been observed (Aronson
and Precht 2000). Both theories have compelling data to back up their conclusions, and the
answer is more likely a combination of the two processes combined with other stressors, rather
than either of these theories independently.
Anthropogenic nutrients have been implicated in many negative effects on coral reef
systems (Lapointe 1997). Inputs of these chemicals often come from either agricultural runoff,
seepage of sewage, or a combination of the two. One prime example of the negative effects of
anthropogenic nutrients can be seen annually in the Gulf of Mexico. Due to agricultural runoff
of nitrogen and phosphorus along the Mississippi River valley, each year the river inputs large
amounts of these chemicals into the Gulf or Mexico. These elevated nutrients stimulate plankton
blooms, and when this plankton dies, they sink and decompose using up the oxygen in the
seawater stratified below the freshwater layer (Bruckner 2011). The hypoxic seawater is trapped
below the freshwater layer, resulting in a massive dead zone, devoid of life (Rabalais et al.
2002). While this is an extreme case, it highlights the problems with large inputs of freshwater
containing high levels of nutrients. An example that pertains to coral reefs directly is that of
5

Kaneohe Bay in Hawaii. Terrestrial runoff led to elevated nutrient levels in this bay (Banner
1974, Maragos et al. 1985, Stimson et al. 2001). The result was massive blooms of the alga
Dictyosphaeria cavernosa, that was able to take advantage of this suddenly non-limiting
resource and out-compete corals through overgrowth (Banner 1974, Smith et al. 1981, Maragos
et al. 1985, Lapointe 1997). An example in the Caribbean is that of Discovery Bay where
elevated nutrient levels were associated with increases in algal cover in a variety of species
(Lapointe 1997). While macroalgal blooms on coral reefs have been suggested as the main effect
of elevated nutrients, there have been other effects. Elevated nutrients can causes a breakdown in
the coral-zooxanthellae relationship, resulting in a reduced level of resources being translocated
to the host coral cells (Falkowski et al. 1993).
While anthropogenic nutrient input is recognized as a potential human induced stressor,
over exploitation of coral reef fisheries is another big problem in the world and especially in the
Caribbean (Hay 1984, Hughes 1994, Mumby et al. 2007). Many coral reefs have become overfished as both native populations continue to grow, and as tourism to these tropical locations
increases (Jackson et al. 2001). Removal of key members of food webs in coral reef communities
is not without consequence. When higher-level predators are removed, organisms at lower
trophic levels become more abundant (Jackson et al. 2001, Mumby et al. 2006). However, when
these removed species are essential herbivores, macroalgae may become more prolific
components of the coral reef community (Hughes 1994). The removal of herbivores partly
through overfishing, has been implicated as a top-down cause of the phase shift from a coral
dominated reef community to an algal dominated reef community (Hughes 1994).

6

Marine diseases are recognized to have enormous impacts on coral reef communities
(Aronson and Precht 2001, Hughes et al. 2003, Harvell et al. 2007). One historical disease of
note ended the commercial sponge industry in the Caribbean (Galstoff et al. 1939, Smith 1941,
Lauckner 1980). More recently, an unknown epizootic wiped out the population of the urchin,
Diadema antillarum, a very abundant and important herbivore (Lessios et al. 1984). This die-off
led to increased algal abundance on coral reefs due to the sudden decrease in herbivory,
consistent with the top-down theory of phase shifts (Hughes 1994). Marine diseases are being
reported with increasing frequency (Hughes et al. 2003, Ward and Lafferty 2004, Harvell et al.
2007), and there is increasing evidence to suggest that human impact may be affecting these
diseases (Bruno et al. 2003b, Voss and Richardson 2006, Harvell et al. 2007). Many recent
marine disease studies on coral reefs have focused on hard corals, and these diseases have
resulted in massive declines in many prominent reef-building corals (Edmunds 1991, Aronson
and Precht 2001, Richardson 2004). For example, white band and white pox diseases have
decimated the populations of the two Caribbean Acropora species (Aronson and Precht 2001,
Sutherland and Ritchie 2004). These two species were the main reef-building coral species on
forereefs, but due to outbreaks of this disease, combined with other stressors, their abundance in
the Caribbean is dramatically lower than it was just a few decades ago (Gladfelter 1982, Aronson
and Precht 2001, Gardner et al. 2005). In some instances, human influence has been implicated
in the cause of a disease, such as in the case of White pox, where researchers have suggested a
causal link between White Pox and sewage contamination on the reef (Sutherland et al. 2010).
Other diseases are exacerbated by human impacts, such as black band disease, which progresses
faster under elevated nutrient conditions (Voss and Richardson 2006). Additionally, some
diseases have shown a strong seasonal relationship, often being more prevalent when the sea
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surface temperature is warmer (Edmunds 1991, Willis et al. 2004), which could be unfortunate
foreshadowing of future reef conditions as average sea surface temperatures continue to rise each
year. With such a wide range of confirmed and potential infectious agents, this diversity of
responses is not surprising. There are many questions that remain to be answered in marine
epidemiology, so to clearly understand to what extent these human related impacts will effects
these communities, continued study is needed.
While coral reefs face a myriad of human induced stressors, they must also contend with
some natural ones. Periodic hurricanes can have dramatic negative short-term impacts on coral
reef communities, but they were historically viewed as beneficial to the long term health and
diversity of the system (Knowlton 1992, Hughes 1994). When a hurricane hits a coral reef, it
often breaks up the corals, and this is especially pronounced in the less calcified, faster growing,
branching corals. By not allowing these systems to reach a state of equilibrium, these storms
promoted diversity on coral reefs by preventing one group of species from dominating.
Additionally, the storms opened up substrate on the reef for larval settlement, which also helped
to promote colonization of new species in these systems (Carpenter 1990, Hughes and Connell
1999).
While historically, this has been the case, more modern periodic hurricanes have led to
more negative long-term effects for a variety of reasons. One reason is that these storms have
increased in average intensity recently (Elsner et al. 2008, Mann et al. 2009). This has been
attributed to the elevations in sea surface temperature, and coral reefs now experience very
strong storms much more often than they did in the past leading to increased destruction by each
storm. Another reason for the negative impacts is that coral reefs are under stress from a variety
8

of human influences (Hughes and Connell 1999). These stressors, which are mentioned
previously, act in synergy with hurricanes leading to the overall degradation of the reefs. An
example of this phenomenon is Jamaica after Hurricane Allen (Hughes 1994). When this
hurricane hit, it broke apart branching corals, and opened up new substrate for larval settlement.
Instead of this substrate being settled by corals and sponges, it became colonized by macroalgae
(Hughes 1994, Aronson and Precht 2001). Many factors played a role in this, including
anthropogenic inputs of nutrients, overfishing of herbivorous fishes, and a disease that wiped out
the Diadema antillarum population (Hughes and Connell 1999). All of these stressors were
influencing the coral reef communities in the area at the time of the hurricane, and led to the
short-term negative impacts of the hurricane being translated into long-term shift toward an algal
dominated reef.
Current environmental conditions often do not favor coral dominated communities, and
as a result, other groups of organisms such as sponges have become increasingly dominant
(Norström et al. 2009). Sponges are important members of coral reef communities (Díaz and
Rützler 2001, Pawlik 2011). This group of organisms occupies many crucial niches on coral
reefs, and is becoming increasingly dominant as coral cover in the Caribbean continues to
decline. On many reefs in the Caribbean, sponges are now the primary habitat forming
organisms, providing the reef structure as scleractinian corals have done previously (Pawlik
2011). This structure provides important habitat for many coral reef organisms (Pawlik 2011),
but sponges also provide habitat for a wide diversity of organisms within their tissue (Taylor et
al. 2007, Thacker and Freeman 2012). Sponges are also an important source of primary
productivity in coral reef ecosystems, as many of them host symbiotic photosynthetic microbial
communities (Thacker and Freeman 2012). These photosynthetic microbial communities can be
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dinoflagellates, unicellular cyanobacteria, or filamentous cyanobacteria, and studies of these
interactions have shown their relationship with the sponge to be highly variable between species
(Taylor et al. 2007, Thacker and Freeman 2012). Sponge-microbe associations can range from
parasitism (i.e. disease) to mutualistic interactions, and there is some evidence to suggest that
these relationships change under altered environmental conditions (Freeman and Thacker 2011).
Another important function of sponges on coral reefs is carbon and nitrogen cycling
(Maldonado et al. 2012). Sponges cycle large amounts of particulate organic carbon and
nitrogen through filter feeding. This process removes massive amounts of particulate organic
matter from coral reef ecosystems (Maldonado et al. 2012). The trapping of these particulates
from the water column is an important mechanism by which energy resources from the pelagic
compartment are transferred to the benthos in a process called benthic-pelagic coupling, and
sponges are crucial to this process on Caribbean coral reefs (Lesser 2006). In addition to the
removal of particulate organic matter from the water column, many sponges are active in the
cycling of dissolved carbon and nitrogen resources. Sponges that host symbiotic microbes are
able to absorb dissolved inorganic sources of carbon and nitrogen that are unavailable to the
sponges directly (Maldonado et al. 2012). In many cases these organisms are able to then
translocate these resources to the host sponge cells in a form they are able to absorb (Freeman
and Thacker 2011). This allows sponges that host symbiotic microbial communities to have
access to inorganic nutrients and thrive in areas where particulate food sources may be scarce.
In addition to making these inorganic resources available to the sponge host, these
microbial communities also contribute resources to the ecosystem (Southwell et al. 2008). This
is especially the case for nitrogen, which is often considered a limiting resource on coral reefs
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(Lapointe 1997). Sponges can harbor microbial communities capable of every step of the
nitrogen cycle (Taylor et al. 2007). All of this nitrogen is not used by the host sponge in many
cases, as several species have been shown to have a net efflux of either ammonium (NH4+) or
nitrate/nitrite (NOx) nitrogen sources (Southwell et al. 2008). This efflux of nitrogen by sponges
is an important source of new nitrogen or coral reefs that is often underestimated when
calculating the nitrogen budget of coral reefs (Fiore et al. 2010). Direct influence of this efflux
of nitrogen on other reef organisms is limited, but some studies have shown the ability of these
nitrogen resources to be transferred to other organisms, including macroalgae (Ellison et al.
1996, Davy et al. 2002, Pile et al. 2003).
As sponges become more dominant members of coral reef communities (Maliao et al.
2008), it is increasingly important to understand how these organisms respond to the suite of
stressors that affect coral reefs. Studies on anthropogenic nutrient inputs have largely focused on
their ability to stimulate algal growth (Lapointe 1997, Lapointe et al. 2004). Fewer studies have
investigated the direct effects of elevated nutrients on sponges (Gochfeld et al. 2012a), although
a shift in sponge community composition across a gradient of anthropogenic influence has been
noted (Gochfeld et al. 2007). Since sponges are active in the natural cycling of nitrogen and
phosphorus on coral reefs (Maldonado et al. 2012), they may be expected to be tolerant of higher
nutrient concentrations. Elevated nutrients could help to stimulate productivity in symbiotic
cyanobacteria as it does in macroalgae, or increase the plankton load in the water column
providing more food for sponges that rely more heavily on heterotrophic feeding. Negative
effects may be indirect and connected to increased algal abundance due to a combination of
increased anthropogenic nutrients and reduced herbivory. Some work has shown that spongemacroalgal interactions are detrimental to the sponge (González-Rivero et al. 2012) and that in
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some cases, the sponge can benefit the algae through providing it with nitrogen resources (Davy
et al. 2002). Additionally, the impact of disease on sponges is important. Diseases such as
orange band disease can have dramatic effects on sponge populations in an area (Cowart et al.
2006), and with new diseases such as Aplysina Red Band Syndrome (Olson et al. 2006) being
discovered, it is important to understand how they will affect the sponge community.
The current study investigated how several of these stressors individually and in
combination affect a common Caribbean branching sponge Aplysina cauliformis. The first part
of this study investigates the physiological effects of elevated nutrients and macroalgal contact
both together and separately. The second part of this study further investigated the spongemacroalgal interaction to determine a mechanism for algal facilitation by the sponge, and
investigated algal contact effects on carbon and nitrogen cycling within the sponge. The last part
of this study addresses two stressors: hurricanes and Aplysina Red Band Syndrome (ARBS).
This section builds on previous knowledge of ARBS and investigates within-population
transmission mechanisms for ARBS using spatial analysis and how the occurrence of Hurricane
Irene impacted disease transmission and the A. cauliformis population.
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CHAPTER 1: COMPLEX ECOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS: EVIDENCE FOR
COMPETITION AND FACILITATION IN A SPONGE-ALGAL
INTERACTION
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Abstract
Over the past few decades, Caribbean coral reefs have undergone a phase shift from coral
dominated communities to algal dominated communities. This phenomenon has been attributed
to many different factors, one of which is increased nutrients from local anthropogenic inputs of
fertilizers and sewage. Coral reefs typically thrive in oligotrophic conditions, but nutrient
enrichment can lead to dramatic changes in community structure. With coral cover declining,
sponges have become more dominant members of Caribbean coral reef communities. Increased
algal and sponge dominance on Caribbean reefs has increased the frequency of interaction
between these two functional groups. This study used a factorial design to assess the independent
and interactive effects of contact and elevated nutrient levels on two common members of these
communities, the sponge, Aplysina cauliformis, and the macroalga, Microdictyon marinum.
Algal contact had a significant negative effect on A. cauliformis, affecting both the host sponge
and its cyanobacterial photosymbionts. While elevated nutrient levels had some positive effects
on the sponge photosymbionts, this only occurred in the absence of algal contact or a
shading/abrasion control, and elevated nutrient levels had a negative effect on the sponge
holobiont. In contrast, M. marinum responded positively to both elevated nutrients, and to
sponge contact under natural nutrient regimes, but was not affected by sponge contact under
elevated nutrient concentrations. Thus, while A. cauliformis facilitates increased productivity in
M. marinum, algal contact competitively inhibits the sponge.

Keywords
Anthropogenic nutrients, Caribbean coral reefs, Competition, Facilitation, Macroalgae, Sponge
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Introduction
Predation and pathogenesis are recognized as critical ecological processes shaping coral
reef communities; however, competition and facilitation are gaining increasing attention as
important forces in coral reef structure and function (Bruno and Bertness 2000, Connell et al.
2004). Competition occurs when shared requirements for a limiting resource force individuals to
interact, leading to an increase in fitness of one individual at the expense of the other (Crawley
1986). Facilitation, on the other hand, is an interaction between organisms that benefits at least
one organism without harming the other (Bruno et al. 2003a). Most macroalgal-coral interactions
have been classified as competitive, with the algae negatively affecting the coral through
shading, abrasion, or allelopathy (McCook et al. 2001). Allelopathy in macroalgae is well
documented (Rasher and Hay 2010, Rasher et al. 2011, Shearer et al. 2012), but in many cases,
the faster growing algae are able to simply overgrow and shade and/or abrade the coral colony
(McCook et al. 2001, River and Edmunds 2001). Even though competition appears to be
important in structuring reef communities, there is increasing evidence that facilitation is also
important. Facilitation has been documented in many marine habitats (Ellison et al. 1996,
Stachowicz 2001, Bruno et al. 2003a), including coral reefs (Hill 1998, Bruno et al. 2003a,
Cebrian and Uriz 2006, Gochfeld 2010). With the continuing decline of coral cover in the
Caribbean over the past few decades (Hughes 1994) leading to the increased dominance of algae
and sponges on these reefs (Díaz and Rützler 2001, Bell 2008, Maliao et al. 2008), it is important
to understand the consequences of increasingly frequent interactions between macroalgae and
sponges.
Nutrients are essential to coral reefs, although they can also act as stressors and potential
causes of phase shifts in reef communities (Littler and Littler 1984, McCook 1999). For
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example, nitrogen is often a limiting resource on pristine coral reefs, with typical concentrations
below 1 µM (Lapointe 1997). Nutrients can originate from a variety of sources, both natural and
anthropogenic. Tidal bores can bring up nutrient-rich deep water to shallow reefs, providing
periodic pulses of high nitrate concentrations to coral reef communities (Leichter et al. 2003).
Additionally, nitrogen fixation makes a significant contribution to the amount of “new” nitrogen
available to coral reefs. This process is exclusively prokaryotic, but it also occurs in microbial
symbionts associated with other reef organisms such as sponges (Fiore et al. 2010). In fact,
sponges that harbor nitrifying and nitrogen fixing microbial communities contribute a large part
of the available nitrogen on coral reefs (Fiore et al. 2010). In some areas, anthropogenic inputs
of nutrients through groundwater seepage and runoff can elevate nitrate concentrations above
normal ranges, resulting in dramatic changes to coral reef community structure (Lapointe 1997,
McCook 1999); notably, the algal cover observed throughout the Caribbean (Lapointe et al.
2004). While coral reefs are able to deal with periodic increases in nutrients, with human
populations in coastal areas continuing to increase at a rapid rate, understanding anthropogenic
influences of elevated nutrients on coral reef communities is increasingly important.
Sponges represent much of the species diversity found in coral reef communities (Díaz
and Rützler 2001; Bell 2008), and with the decline in coral cover, sponges now make up a much
larger proportion of the coral reef community (Maliao et al. 2008). These organisms occupy
many niches on coral reefs, and they provide habitat for other reef organisms, stabilize substrata,
and are sources of food (Bell 2008). Sponges also interact with other sessile organisms in a
variety of ways, both as competitors (Engel and Pawlik 2005, González-Rivero et al. 2011) and
facilitators (Hill 1998, Cebrian and Uriz 2006, Wulff 2006a). Many sponges are important
sources of primary productivity on coral reefs due to their cyanobacterial photosymbionts (Erwin
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and Thacker 2007, Freeman and Thacker 2011), and are major sources of nitrogen (Weisz et al.
2007, Southwell et al. 2008, Fiore et al. 2010). Due to their role in nitrogen cycling, some
sponges survive at elevated nutrient levels (Richter et al. 2001), suggesting that they might be
able to tolerate nutrient concentrations that could represent potential stressors to other reef
organisms. This study examined interactions between Aplysina cauliformis, a common
branching sponge species on Caribbean reefs, and Microdictyon marinum, a green alga that
occupies large areas of substratum on reefs in the Bahamas during the summer months. This
study further investigated the consequences of sponge-algal contact on the health of both
organisms, and assessed the effect of anthropogenic nutrients on these interactions.

Methods
Study sites: This study was conducted at the Perry Institute for Marine Science on Lee Stocking
Island (LSI), Exuma Cays, Bahamas, during May and June of 2009. Field experiments and
surveys were conducted at Big Point (N 23˚ 47.301’, W 76˚ 08.118’) and Rainbow Gardens (N
23˚ 47.778’, W 76˚ 08.789’), two shallow reef sites (3-5 m depth) near LSI. All sponge and
algal samples were collected from North Norman’s reef (N 23˚ 47.388’, W 76˚ 08.273’), 1 km
north of Big Point, from a depth of approximately 5 meters.
Field surveys: To measure the frequency of interaction between the sponge A. cauliformis and
the green alga M. marinum, surveys along 12 band transects (10 m x 2 m) were conducted at Big
Point and Rainbow Gardens in May 2009 (n = 6 per site). Along each transect, all sponges were
counted, as well as discrete clumps of M. marinum and every organism that was in contact with
this alga. The diversity of the sponge community was compared between sites from these band
transects. The visible outcomes (i.e., abrasion, pigment change, tissue necrosis) of each contact
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between A. cauliformis and M. marinum were also recorded. Additionally, percent cover of M.
marinum was quantified on these transects using a point-intercept method by recording the
species under the transect line every 10 centimeters.

Contact experiment: To test whether contact elicits a measureable physiological effect on the
sponge or the alga, A. cauliformis and M. marinum were collected and acclimated to the
laboratory at LSI in individual containers with flow through seawater for 2 days prior to the
experiment. The sponges were cut into 10 cm pieces and the algae were separated into clumps of
approximately 10 x 10 cm. Initial weights, measurements, and photographs were taken for both
sponges and algae, and they were then randomly assigned to one of four treatment groups (n=10
per treatment): 1) sponge alone, 2) algae alone, 3) sponge-algae in contact, and 4) sponge with a
shade/abrasion control. The shade/abrasion control was composed of three layers of plastic
coated window screen, which resembled the mesh-like morphology and texture of the algae. This
screen provided the shading equivalent of an average piece of algae in the sponge-algae contact
treatment, as determined by light level measurements with a light meter (LI-COR®, USA) above
and underneath algae pieces. In addition to providing shade, the contact between the sponge and
window screen simulated potential abrasion by the algae.
Each algal or sponge individual, or pair, was attached to a 20 x 20 cm plastic rack using
cable ties. These racks were attached to the substrate at Big Point, at a depth of approximately 5
meters, and left in the field for 4 weeks. At the end of the experiment, racks were placed in resealable plastic bags filled with seawater and returned to the lab at LSI, where sponges and algae
were removed from the racks, weighed and measured. Small pieces of each sponge (0.5 cm thick
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cross-sections) were preserved for measurements of chlorophyll a concentration and
cyanobacterial symbiont density as measures of cyanobacterial symbiont condition, and total
protein concentration as a measure of the holobiont (sponge host and cyanobacteria) condition.
Algae were preserved for chlorophyll a concentration measurements. All samples were frozen or
preserved (see below) for transport to the University of Mississippi (UM) for further analysis.

Nutrient Experiment: To determine the effect of elevated nutrient levels on the interaction
between A. cauliformis and M. marinum, we performed a factorial designed field experiment that
investigated the effects of contact and nutrients on algae and sponges in isolation and together.
A. cauliformis and M. marinum were collected and brought back to the lab on LSI, where they
were maintained as described above. Initial weights, measurements, and photographs were taken.
The next day, organisms were randomly assigned to 12 treatments (n = 10 replicates for each
treatment). Each of the four treatments used in the contact experiment (i.e., sponge alone, algae
alone, sponge-algae contact, and the shade/abrasion control; see above) was exposed to one of
three nutrient doses. Nutrients were delivered using 10 grams of 14-14-14 (N-P-K) Osmocote®
slow release fertilizer (Scotts) in packets made of window screen (Thacker et al. 2001; Gochfeld
et al. 2012a). Nutrient dose was regulated by varying the distance of samples attached to plastic
racks from the nutrient pack. The high dose, at 5 cm from the nutrient pack , was quantified as
0.22 ± 0.11 µM NO3 and 0.24 ± 0.08 µM PO4 after 1 day of enrichment (Gochfeld et al. 2012a),
and the medium and low doses were dilutions at 25 cm and 50 cm from the nutrient pack,
respectively. Nutrient packs were replaced every 7 days for 4 weeks to maintain the approximate
nutrient dose over the course of the experiment. After 4 weeks, the racks were collected and
returned to the lab, where cyanobacterial symbiont population condition was assessed via Pulse
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Amplitude Modulated (PAM) fluorometry (Diving-PAM; Walz, Germany) measurements on
dark-adapted organisms on the night of collection. Sponges and algae were then removed from
the racks, weighed, measured and photographed. As in the contact experiment, sponges and
algae were processed for further analysis at UM.

Allelopathy experiment: To determine whether algal allelopathy played a role in the sponge-algal
interaction, we performed an assay similar to that described in Thacker et al. (1998). M. marinum
was collected and the volume to wet weight ratio was calculated using displacement volume. The
alga was then lyophilized and extracted in 1:1 dichloromethane (DCM): methanol. We obtained
a crude extract yield of 23.55 grams in 1.018 L of algal tissue (= 1.13g/ml). The extract was
added at natural volumetric concentration to 50 ml of a 5% molten agar solution.

An equivalent

amount of the carrier solvent was added to the control agar. These solutions were poured into
plastic molds backed with window screen to form 6 treatment strips and 6 control strips
measuring 2 cm by 6 cm. The agar strips were allowed to harden onto the window screen, and
were attached to A. cauliformis branches on the reef with cable ties. Each A. cauliformis branch
(n = 6) had one control and one treated gel strip spaced at least 10 cm apart. After one week, the
A. cauliformis branches were collected and brought back to the lab. That evening, strips were
removed, PAM readings were taken on the sponge tissue under each gel (Pawlik et al. 2007), and
the samples were wrapped in foil and preserved for further analysis of chlorophyll a at UM.

Chlorophyll a concentration: To assess photosynthetic potential of the sponges’ photosymbionts,
chlorophyll a was measured from frozen foil-wrapped samples using methods described in Erwin
and Thacker (2007), except that sponge and algae pieces in this study were lyophilized prior to
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extraction. Briefly, 0.25 g wet weight of A. cauliformis or M. marinum was placed in a foilwrapped glass vial with 10 ml of 90% acetone for 18 hours at 4˚C.

Extracts were then

transferred to quartz cuvettes and the absorbance of each extract was quantified at 750 nm, 664
nm, 647 nm and 630 nm on an Agilent 8453 spectrometer. Chlorophyll a concentrations were
calculated using formulas from Parsons et al. (1984) and standardized to the mass of the
extracted sponge or algae (µg chlorophyll a / mg sponge or algal tissue).

Fluorescent yield: PAM fluorometry was used to measure photosynthetic efficiency of the algae
and the sponge’s photosymbionts (Gochfeld et al. 2012a). The Diving-PAM provides the
organism with an actinic flash of light and measures the maximum fluorescent yield from the
organisms’ photo-system II. This is determined by subtracting the minimum fluorescence (F0)
from the maximum fluorescence (Fm) to calculate variable fluorescence (Fv), and, subsequently,
by dividing this value by Fm to obtain the maximum quantum yield (Fv/ Fm). Three measurements
were taken at a standardized distance from different locations on the sample, and the three
measurements were then averaged. The samples were measured in seawater raceways at least 1
hour after dark in order to maximize the ability of the photochemical pathways to absorb light
energy (Fitt et al. 2001). PAM measurements were collected after samples were retrieved from
the field at the end of the nutrient experiment and the allelopathy experiment.

Cyanobacterial symbiont density: Symbiont density was quantified using the methods outlined in
Freeman and Thacker (2011). Sponges were preserved in 4% paraformaldehyde in 2 ml
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cryovials at 4˚C for 24 hrs. The paraformaldehyde was then removed and replaced with a 70%
ethanol solution. The samples were further dehydrated and embedded in paraffin wax. Cross
sections (20 µm) were cut and mounted onto glass slides. Each sample was viewed at 1000X
magnification under oil immersion using an epifluorescence microscope. Ten photographs of
each sample were taken on haphazardly chosen areas of the sponge sections. The number of
cyanobacterial cells was counted using the “analyze particles” feature in Image J software (NIH).
For each image, total cyanobacterial cell number was counted, and values from all ten images
were averaged to calculate the mean number of cells in a viewing area of 2886 µm2.

Protein concentration: Protein content was measured as a proxy for holobiont health in
lyophilized sponge samples using the Bradford assay (1976). Briefly, 5 ml of 1M NaOH was
used to extract 10 mg of lyophilized sponge tissue for 18 hours, after which 100 µl of each
sample was added to a test tube with 5 ml of Quick StartTM Bradford Dye Reagent (Bio-Rad).
The absorbance of each sample was measured at 595nm using a BioPhotometer V .032
(Eppendorf) and then plotted against a standard curve developed from a bovine serum albumin
sample. Protein concentrations were then standardized to the dry weight of each sponge sample
in order to calculate µg protein per mg sponge tissue.

Sponge and algae growth: Sponge and algae weights were recorded initially and at the end of
each experiment. Organisms were briefly blotted with a paper towel to remove excess water
before weighing. Percent change in weight was calculated using the following formula: [(final
weight-initial weight)/initial weight]*100.
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Data analysis: The percent of M. marinum in contact with A. cauliformis, and other organisms,
as well as proportions of each contact outcome, were calculated from field surveys. Average
percent cover of M. marinum among transects was determined from the line-intercept data, and
the proportion of A. cauliformis in the sponge community was calculated from the sponge
community band transects. Sponge communities at each site were compared with unpaired ttests. The observed number of M. marinum contacts with sponge and coral species was compared
to the expected number of M. marinum contacts with A. cauliformis using a Chi-square analysis.
Percent change in sponge and algae weights were arcsine transformed and the treatments were
compared using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the contact experiment and a twoway ANOVA, with nutrient dose and contact treatment as the fixed factors, for the nutrient
experiment. For A. cauliformis in the contact experiment, chlorophyll a concentration,
cyanobacterial symbiont density, and total protein concentration were analyzed using one-way
ANOVAs. These end-points, along with fluorescent yield, were analyzed for the nutrient
experiment using two-way ANOVAs, with two exceptions. Due to sample loss, cyanobacterial
symbiont density was analyzed using a one-way ANOVA, and within the sponge alone treatment
in the nutrient experiment, chlorophyll a concentrations were analyzed for the effects of nutrient
dose using a one-way ANOVA. Chlorophyll a concentrations from algae in the competition
experiment were analyzed using an unpaired t-test and a two-way ANOVA in the nutrient
experiment. In the allelopathy experiment, chlorophyll a concentrations and fluorescent yield
measurements in A. cauliformis were analyzed using paired t-tests. For each experiment, Tukey’s
HSD post-hoc tests were used to detect differences.
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Results
Field surveys: Percent cover of M. marinum was 24.0 ± 7.7% at Big Point. At Rainbow
Gardens, where M. marinum only occurred on one transect, where its percent cover was
measured as 1.2 ± 1.2 %. Surveys of the sponge populations at each study site showed a diverse
community composed of at least 22 species (Supp. 1). Abundance of these species varied
between sites, and A. cauliformis comprised 52.0 ± 3.7% (393 individuals) of all sponges at Big
Point and 12.0 ± 3.2% (182 individuals) of all sponges at Rainbow Gardens. Both sites
combined constituted 506 discrete patches of M. marinum, of which 214 were in contact with
other reef organisms. Most of these contacts (92%) occurred at Big Point where abundance and
percent cover of M. marinum was higher. Of the contacts at Big Point, 37% were with A.
cauliformis. At Rainbow Gardens, where M. marinum abundance was low, 38% of all algal
contacts were with A. cauliformis. In these surveys, A. cauliformis had a significantly higher
number of contacts with M. marinum compared to all other sponge species surveyed (ChiSquare, df = 1 P <0.0001) and compared to all coral species (Chi-Square, df = 1, P < 0.0001)
except for Montastrea annularis (Chi-Square, df = 1, P = 0.78; Fig. 1). The effects of these A.
cauliformis-M. marinum contacts varied, with 70% resulting in darker sponge pigmentation at
the point of contact, 7% resulting in abrasion damage to the sponge, and 23% showing no visible
effects on the sponge.

Chlorophyll a concentration: In the contact experiment, chlorophyll a concentrations in A.
cauliformis were significantly affected by algal contact (ANOVA, df= 2, F= 3.52, P = 0.044), as
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shown in Fig. 2A. Contact with M. marinum resulted in significantly lower chlorophyll a
concentrations in A. cauliformis compared to the shading/abrasion control, and compared to the
sponge alone (Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test, P < 0.05). Chlorophyll a concentrations in M.
marinum in the contact experiment were significantly affected by sponge contact, resulting in a
higher chlorophyll a concentration (0.026 ± 0.002 µg chlorophyll a mg-1 algal tissue) than the
algae alone (0.021 ± 0.0009 µg chlorophyll a mg-1 algal tissue; ANOVA, df= 1, F= 7.22, P =
0.020).
In the nutrient experiment, chlorophyll a concentrations in A. cauliformis were also
significantly affected by algal contact (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 8.74, P = 0.0005), as seen in
Figure 3A. Sponges in the algal contact and shading/abrasion control treatments had
significantly lower chlorophyll a concentrations than did the sponge alone (Tukey’s HSD posthoc test, P < 0.05). Overall, there were no significant effects of nutrients (two-way ANOVA,
df= 2, F=0.93, P = 0.40) or interactions (two-way ANOVA, df= 4, F= 0.97, P = 0.43) across
treatments. However, within the sponge alone treatment, there was a significant effect of
nutrient dose (one-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 4.16, P = 0.027, Figure 3A), and chlorophyll a
content increased significantly as the nutrient dose increased (Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test,
P<0.05). Algal chlorophyll a concentrations in the nutrient experiment also increased
significantly with increasing nutrient dose (ANOVA, df= 2, F= 9.56, P = 0.0003, Fig. 4). There
was no significant effect of contact with the sponge (ANOVA, df= 1, F= 1.48, P = 0.23 for
treatment) or interactive effects of contact treatment and nutrient dose (ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.35,
P = 0.71) on chlorophyll a concentrations of the algae.
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In the allelopathy experiment, chlorophyll a concentrations in A. cauliformis showed no
differences between the solvent control (0.24 ± 0.015 µg chlorophyll a mg-1 sponge tissue) and
the M. marinum extract treatment (0.22 ± 0.002 µg chlorophyll a mg-1 sponge tissue, paired t-test
df = 5 P = 0.19).

Fluorescent yield: Fluorescent yield measured in A. cauliformis was significantly affected by
contact treatment. Fluorescent yield of A. cauliformis in the algal contact treatment was
significantly lower than in either the shade/abrasion or sponge alone treatments (two-way
ANOVA, df= 2, F= 10.90, P = 0.0001, Fig. 3B). There were no significant effects of nutrient
dose (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.46, P = 0.63) or interaction (two-way ANOVA, df= 4, F=
0.49, P = 0.74) on fluorescent yield in A. cauliformis. Fluorescent yield in M. marinum was not
significantly affected by treatment (two-way ANOVA, df= 1, F= 0.63, P=0.44), nutrient dose
(two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.054, P= 0.95), or their interaction (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F=
0.79, P= 0.47). Due to an equipment malfunction, sample sizes for PAM measurements in the
nutrient experiment were reduced to 5-7 in each treatment. In the allelopathy experiment,
fluorescent yield of A. cauliformis was not affected by contact with M. marinum extract (mean ±
1SE = 415.6 ± 22.72 for controls, and 409.01 ± 21.01 for extract treatments: paired t-test, df = 5,
P = 0.8232).

Cyanobacterial symbiont density: Cyanobacterial symbiont density in A. cauliformis was
significantly reduced by shading and by algal contact in the contact experiment (one-way
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ANOVA, df= 2, F= 9.63, P = 0.0011, Fig. 2B). Cyanobacterial symbiont density was reduced by
shading and algal contact, compared to the sponge alone treatment (one-way ANOVA, df= 2, F=
4.999, P = 0.011, Fig. 3C). Cyanobacterial density was not significantly affected by nutrients
(one-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.6326, P= 0.536), nor were there significant interactions (oneway ANOVA, df= 4, F= 0.26, P= 0.90) across the treatments. Reduced sample sizes were
utilized in all treatments and doses in both experiments due to sample loss; final sample sizes are
shown in Figures 2B and 3C.

Total protein concentration: In the contact experiment, protein concentrations in A. cauliformis
were not significantly different among treatments (mean ± 1SE = 413.5 ± 25.5 µg protein mg-1
sponge for the sponge alone treatment, 436.7 ± 39.9 protein mg-1 sponge for the shade control
treatment, and 377.9 ± 15.6 protein mg-1 sponge for the algal contact treatment; ANOVA, df= 2,
F= 1.06, P = 0.36). Total protein concentration in A. cauliformis in the nutrient experiment was
significantly affected by contact treatment (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 12.01, P < 0.0001), and
nutrient dose (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 26.04, P < 0.0001), but there were no interactive
effects (two-way ANOVA, df= 4, F= 1.75, P = 0.15). In the nutrient experiment, the sponge
alone treatment had significantly higher protein concentrations compared to the other two
treatments, and sponges at the low nutrient dose had significantly higher total protein
concentrations than at the high and medium doses (Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test, P<0.05, Fig. 3D).
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Sponge and algae growth: Percent change in sponge weight was not significantly affected by
algal contact (mean ± 1SE= 0.001 ± 0.01 % for sponge alone treatment, 0.01 ± 0.02 % for shade
control treatment, and 0.005 ± 0.01 % for algal contact treatment; one-way ANOVA, df= 2, F=
0.08, P= 0.92). Growth of algae in the contact experiment was not affected by sponge contact
(mean±1SE = 0.47 ±0.08 percent change for the algae alone treatment and 0.39 ± 0.06 percent
change in weight for the sponge contact treatment; one-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.62, P= 0.44).
In the nutrient experiment, percent change in sponge weight was not affected by algal
contact (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.42, P = 0.66), nutrient dose (two-way ANOVA, df= 2,
F= 0.28, P = 0.76), or their interaction (two-way ANOVA, df= 4, F= 1.34 P = 0.26). Percent
growth of sponges (mean±1SE) in the sponge alone treatment was 0.08 ± 0.14 %, -0.06 ± 0.09
%, and 0.02 ± 0.03 % for the low, medium and high nutrient doses, respectively. Percent growth
of the sponge (mean±1SE) in the shade control was 0.01 ± 0.01 %, 0.02 ± 0.02 %, and 0.04 ±
0.04 % for the low, medium and high nutrient doses, respectively. Sponges in the algal contact
treatment had a percent change in weight (mean±1SE) of 0.02 ± 0.04 %, 0.09 ± 0.06 %, and 0.02
±0.02 % for the low, medium and high nutrient doses, respectively. Algal growth in the nutrient
experiment was also not significantly affected by sponge contact (two-way ANOVA, df= 1, F=
2.20, P = 0.14), nutrient dose (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.86, P = 0.43), or the interaction of
the two factors (two-way ANOVA, df= 2, F= 0.74, P = 0.48). Percent growth in algae
(mean±1SE) from the algae alone treatment was 0.28 ± 0.15 %, 0.22 ± 0.06 %, and 0.29 ± 0.04
% for low, medium and high nutrient doses, respectively. While percent growth of algae
(mean±1SE) in the sponge contact treatment was 0.14 ± 0.07 %, 0.15 ± 0.06 %, and 0.15 ± 0.06
% for the low, medium and high nutrient doses, respectively.
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Discussion
This study identified a complex interaction between A. cauliformis and M. marinum, in
which both competition and facilitation play a role. While the alga caused a negative,
competitive effect on the sponge, the sponge appeared to facilitate increased productivity in the
alga. Elevated nutrient concentrations benefited the alga, and had a positive effect on the sponge
symbionts, in the absence of other stressors. However, nutrient addition eliminated the beneficial
effect of the sponge on the alga, suggesting that the positive effect on the alga may be caused by
nutrient transfer from the sponge to the alga. These results are summarized in Table 1.
Studies of algal interactions with other reef species have largely focused on corals, and
have largely been labeled as competitive interactions (reviewed in McCook et al 2001), but
sponge interactions with other coral reef organisms have been gaining attention (Davis et al.
1997, Baldacconi and Corriero 2009, González-Rivero et al. 2011, Pawlik 2011). Despite their
high abundance on Caribbean coral reefs, few studies have investigated the effects of spongealgal contact in situ (López-Victoria et al. 2006, González-Rivero et al. 2012). In one such study,
Gonzalez-Rivero et. al. (2012) showed that contact with the brown alga Lobophora variegata
had a negative effect on Cliona tenuis through reduction of its lateral growth rate. The success of
algal interactions with other reef organisms appear to rely on three mechanisms; shading,
abrasion, and allelopathy (McCook et al. 2001, River and Edmunds 2001), although more
recently, the effects of dissolved organic matter and microbial interactions have been recognized
(Smith et al. 2006, Barott et al. 2012). Many algae possess allelopathic compounds that can
damage competitors (de Nys et al. 1991), and while M. marinum can have allelopathic effects on
the hard coral Montastraea annularis (Easson and Gochfeld unpubl. data), an allelopathic effect
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was not observed against A. cauliformis. This difference could be due to a temporal factor, as
the allelopathy experiment in the current study lasted just one week, whereas the contact and
nutrient experiments in the current study ran for a longer time period, as have other algal
allelopathy studies (Rasher and Hay 2010, Rasher et al. 2011). Alternatively, A. cauliformis may
have some resistance to allelopathic compounds from M. marinum, or the seasonality of the alga
may provide periodic relief from any stress associated with algal contact, but to date, long term
population effects of M. marinum contact are unknown.
Microdictyon marinum can grow as a canopy over the substrate during the summer
months, enabling it to shade other reef organisms (Kramer et al. 2003; Peckol et al. 2003). In
this way, M. marinum may be able to overgrow small and repent growth forms of A. cauliformis,
as well as shading and possibly weakening the bases of large upright A. cauliformis. Because A.
cauliformis has been documented to receive up to 75% of its energy budget from its
photosymbionts (Freeman and Thacker 2011), a reduction in irradiance would likely decrease the
energy resources available to the sponge. Even under shaded conditions, A. cauliformis
maintained its relationship with its symbionts, receiving the majority of its carbon and nitrogen
from them (Freeman and Thacker 2011). The maintenance of this relationship coupled with the
reduction in symbiont abundance observed in this study could lead to a reduced energy budget in
the host. Our survey data lend further support to shading as a competitive mechanism in this
algal-sponge interaction. At Big Point, which has high algal cover, there was a significantly
lower number of small and encrusting sponge species compared to Rainbow Gardens, the low
algal cover site. The results of this study suggest that shading may be a major stressor resulting
from algal contact, although the sponges were able to maintain high chlorophyll a concentrations
in the shade control treatment, which is suggestive of higher productivity, despite lower
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cyanobacterial abundance. Sponges were not able to compensate for this shading in the algal
contact treatment, suggesting a more complex interaction between the alga and the sponge than
just a shading effect. While sponge growth was not affected in the current study, many factors
can affect holobiont growth rate including season, and the biochemical endpoints used in this
study represent responsive proxies for sponge health.
Whereas M. marinum caused several negative effects on the sponge, this interaction
enhanced productivity in the algae. A. cauliformis possesses a diversity of chemical defenses
(Puyana et al. 2003, Pawlik 2011, Gochfeld et al. 2012b), yet there was no evidence that A.
cauliformis released allelopathic compounds that damaged M. marinum. Instead, the sponge
appears to facilitate increased productivity in the algae, potentially by leaching nutrients that the
algae could absorb when in contact with the sponge (Slattery et al. 2013). Facilitation would
likely lead to increased growth in the algae, which was not observed in the current study. M.
marinum is a very brittle alga, and given this property, growth (biomass change) may not be as
reliable a metric of algal health in this species as measuring algal productivity.
This study demonstrated that increased nutrient levels enhanced the condition of the algae
as measured by chlorophyll a concentration, supporting studies that implicate nutrients as a cause
of increased algal abundance on reefs (Bell 1992, Lapointe 1997, Littler and Littler 2006). In
contrast, Szmant (2002) has argued that evidence for nutrient enrichment directly causing
increased algal abundance and decreased coral abundance on reefs is lacking. Furthermore,
published results showing nutrient effects often use concentrations that are orders of magnitude
higher than ever found on a reef. The present study used nutrient concentrations documented in
previous field experiments with A. cauliformis (Gochfeld et al. 2012a), and showed that while
nutrients benefited the sponges’ photosymbionts, as exhibited by increased chlorophyll a content
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in the sponges, they also led to reduced sponge holobiont health, as demonstrated by the
reduction in total protein content. This dichotomy could be due to reduced sponge metabolic
activity, or it may be a symptom of nutrient stress changing the sponge-symbiont relationship.
While this was not observed in A. cauliformis under shading stress (Freeman and Thacker 2011),
the addition of nutrients may release the symbionts’ dependence on host derived sources of
nitrogen (reviewed in Fiore et al. 2010). However, M. marinum does not take over these reefs in
the presence of excess nutrients. This may be partially due to localized herbivory on reefs that
have not been overfished (sensu Hughes 1994, Burkepile and Hay 2006), but it also seems to be
due to the loss of algal tissue during autumn storms and/or winter senescence (Gochfeld and
Easson unpublished data).
While it is important to understand the consequences of sponge-algal interactions and of
elevated nutrients, it is also important to understand how these potential stressors function
together. In a coral-algal interaction, Jompa and McCook (2002) found that increased nutrient
loads increased growth of the alga, which subsequently caused greater coral tissue mortality,
although a high level of herbivory was able to mask the effects of elevated nutrients in this study.
Slattery et al. (2013) observed a similar response in a natural experiment that assessed the impact
of cave sponge nitrate addition to nearby patch reefs. Additionally, elevated nutrients can
interact with other stressors that cause coral reef decline, such as disease progression (Bruno et
al. 2003b, Voss and Richardson 2006, but see Gochfeld et al. 2012a). In the case of this study,
presenting these stressors both separately and in combination enabled us to discern a potential
mechanism for facilitation of the algae. The alga in this study benefited from contact with the
sponge, but only in the absence of added nutrients. When nutrient levels were elevated, the alga
exhibited no difference in productivity between the sponge contact and algae alone treatments.
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This suggests that contact with the sponge may provide the alga additional nutrients that enhance
algal productivity. Many sponges harbor nitrifying bacterial communities (Fiore et al. 2010) and
leach nitrogen onto the reef, and A. cauliformis produces a net efflux of nitrogen (Southwell et
al. 2008). This efflux of nitrogen from the sponge could facilitate algal productivity, whereas
when additional inorganic nutrients were provided, the interaction was no longer beneficial to the
algae. While the addition of nutrients did not appear to alter the algae’s impact on sponge
condition, elevated nutrients reduced the sponges’ ability to compensate for reduced irradiance in
the shade control, causing these sponges to group with the algal contact treatment rather than the
sponge alone treatment in terms of chlorophyll a concentrations. The protein data from the
nutrient experiment also suggests that nutrient addition and algal contact, both separately and in
combination, elicited negative effects on the sponge. Whereas cyanobacterial abundance was
unaffected by nutrient addition, protein concentration in the sponge holobiont was inversely
proportional to nutrient dose. These data suggest that the observed protein reduction was likely
related to sponge host condition rather than symbiont condition.
The results of this study indicate that species interactions on reefs can be very complex.
The interaction between A. cauliformis and M. marinum exhibits characteristics of both
competition and facilitation. While M. marinum clearly benefits from contact with A.
cauliformis, our survey data suggest that sponge contact is not required for this alga to be prolific
on the reef. In contrast, the alga has a detrimental competitive effect on the sponge. This study
explored the consequences of a sponge-algal interaction on shallow reefs in the Bahamas, though
many important questions about this interaction and other similar ones still need to be answered
to truly understand their long term consequences for these organisms.
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Table 1. Results Summary of sponge and algal health endpoints from the contact and
nutrient experiments. Positive (facilitation) effects are shown underlined in the table. N.S.
represents non-significant responses (P> 0.05), and --- represent untested responses.
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Figure 1. Number of individuals in contact with M. marinum for each sponge and coral species
from surveys at Big Point and Rainbow Gardens.
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Figure 2. A. cauliformis. Mean (± 1SE) (A.) chlorophyll a concentration and (B.) cyanobacterial
symbiont density after 28 days in contact with algae or a shade/abrasion control in the contact
experiment. Histograms with different letter groups are significantly different by ANOVA.
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Figure 3. A. cauliformis. Mean (± 1SE) (A.) chlorophyll a concentration, (B.) cyanobacterial
symbiont density, (C.) quantum yield and (D.) protein concentration under manipulations of
contact and nutrient dose in the 28 day nutrient experiment. Solid white bars, dashed bars and
solid black bars represent the high, medium and low nutrient doses, respectively. Histograms
with different letters are significantly different by ANOVA.
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Figure 4. M. marinum. Mean (± 1SE) chlorophyll a concentration under different treatment
conditions after 28 day nutrient experiment. Solid white bars, dashed bars and solid black bars
represent the high, medium and low nutrient doses, respectively. Histograms with different
letters are significantly different by ANOVA.
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CHAPTER 2: CARBON AND NITROGEN DYNAMICS AND TRANSFER IN
CARIBBEAN SPONGE-ALGAL INTERACTION
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Abstract
As corals in the Caribbean continue to decline, sponges and macroalgae are becoming more
dominant members of these communities. Sponges are crucial to carbon and nitrogen cycling on
coral reefs, and many species have a net efflux of these nutrients. The current study investigated
the carbon and nitrogen dynamics in a sponge-algal interaction as a possible explanation for algal
facilitation when in contact with the sponge, as previously observed in Chapter 1. This study
tested whether sponge derived carbon and nitrogen resources could be absorbed by macroalgae
on the reef, and whether algal contact disrupted carbon and nitrogen dynamics within the sponge.
Individuals of the sponge Aplysina cauliformis were enriched in seawater solutions containing
98% 13C for carbon and 15N for nitrogen. Pieces of the alga Microdictyon marinum were placed
in contact with or at two distances away from the sponge in individual aquaria, and sampled at
12 and 24 hours. Each sponge was subsequently separated into bacterial cell fraction and a
sponge cell fraction. Isotopic ratios of 13C and 15N were analyzed in each cell fraction, as well as
in algal pieces. Sponge samples showed significant enrichment with the heavy isotopes of
carbon and nitrogen, but enrichment in both cell fractions was not affected by algal contact over
the course of the experiment. Algal samples were significantly enriched with 15N only when in
contact with the sponge, but no enrichment of 13C was observed. These results suggest that algal
facilitation is likely mediated by transfer of nitrogen resources from the sponge to the alga.
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Introduction
Coral reefs have undergone a phase shift over that past couple decades (Hughes 1994).
This phase shift has led to an algal dominated reef in many areas that were once dominated by
corals (Hughes 1994, Lapointe et al. 2004). One suspected cause for this phase shift in many
areas is the input of anthropogenic nutrients onto coral reefs (Littler and Littler 1984, Lapointe
1997, McCook 1999, Lapointe et al. 2004). The results of elevated nutrients in these
communities are conditions that favor algal dominance (Lapointe 1997) and increase the
opportunity for algae to interact with other reef organisms. Although nitrogen and phosphorus
concentrations are typically low in these ecosystems, they do experience pulses of nutrients from
natural sources such as tidal bores that bring up nutrient rich deep water onto shallow reefs
(Leichter et al. 2003). Additionally, nitrogen cycling by coral reef organisms makes a significant
contribution to the limited nitrogen budget on coral reefs (Fiore et al. 2010). While nitrogen
cycling is a prokaryotic process, these organisms can be associated with many reef organisms
such as sponges and corals, and many other reef compartments (Fiore et al. 2010, Maldonado et
al. 2012). With the decline in coral cover across the Caribbean, sponges are becoming more
dominant members of these communities, but their broader effects to these shifted communities
remain largely unknown.
Marine sponges are an important functional group on coral reefs (Pawlik 2011). With
their ability to harbor diverse microbial communities, these organisms have been shown to be
important in carbon and nitrogen cycling on coral reefs (Taylor et al. 2007, Weisz et al. 2007,
Fiore et al. 2010, Maldonado et al. 2012, Thacker and Freeman 2012). Studies have shown that
sponges can harbor microbial communities that are active in all steps of nitrogen cycling
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(nitrogen fixation, nitrification, denitrification, anamox) (Fiore et al. 2010, Maldonado et al.
2012). These microbial communities are often essential for absorption and processing many
inorganic nitrogen resources (Zehr and Ward 2002, Taylor et al. 2007) and transferring them to
the host (Thacker and Freeman 2012), but in some cases, sponges and their associated microbial
communities can also transfer these nitrogen resources to other organisms (Ellison et al. 1996,
Davy et al. 2002, Pile et al. 2003). Sponge microbial communities also help sponges to access
dissolved carbon resources such as bicarbonate (HCO3-) (Freeman et al. 2013), and transfer these
resources to the host sponge as photosynthates (Wilkinson 1979, Taylor et al. 2007). Sponges
play an important role in large scale carbon cycling on reefs through benthic-pelagic coupling of
these resources, which supports the increase of several groups of benthic organisms (Lesser
2006). Carbon transport to these benthic organisms could potentially boost primary productivity
in this compartment but to date, this potential has not been investigated.
Sponge-macroalgal interactions are becoming more frequent, as macroalgae on coral
reefs continues to increase. Coral-macroalgal interactions are well studied, and algae are often
demonstrated to have a competitive advantage over the coral through a variety of mechanisms
(McCook et al. 2001, Smith et al. 2006). In a previous study we found a complex interaction
between a common branching sponge, Aplysina cauliformis, and a common green macroalga,
Microdictyon marinum (Chapter 1). The alga elicited a negative effect on sponge health, by
decreasing photosymbiont abundance and reducing circulating soluble protein content within the
sponge. In contrast, the sponge had a positive effect on the algal productivity, as measured by
chlorophyll a concentration, when in contact with the sponge (Chapter 1). Previous studies have
shown the ability of marine sponges to facilitate plants and macroalgae through the transfer of
nitrogen resources (Ellison et al. 1996, Trautman et al. 2000, Davy et al. 2002, Pile et al. 2003).
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Aplysina cauliformis, has been shown to have a net efflux of both ammonium (NH4+) and
nitrate/nitrite (NOx-) (Southwell 2007, Southwell et al. 2008), so we hypothesized that the sponge
could be contributing nitrogen and potentially carbon as well, to the alga and causing this
increased productivity. The goal of the current study is to investigate a possible algal facilitation
mechanism by a common reef sponge, using stable isotope tracers to investigate potential carbon
and/or nitrogen transfer from the sponge to the alga. Additionally, since reduced irradiance has
been shown to affect carbon and nitrogen dynamics in this sponge species (Freeman et al. 2013),
this study investigated whether contact with algae affected the sponge’s ability to assimilate
carbon and nitrogen resources.
Materials and Methods
This study was conducted at the Perry Institute for Marine Science on Lee Stocking Island (LSI).
Exuma Cays, Bahamas, during June 2011. All collections of Aplysina cauliformis and
Microdictyon marinum were from a depth of 5 meters at North Norman’s reef (N 23˚ 47.388’, W
76˚ 08.273’).
NO3-/HCO3- experiment: To investigate uptake and transfer of carbon and nitrogen sources, A.
cauliformis and M. marinum were collected and acclimated in the laboratory at LSI in separate
containers with flow-through seawater for one day. Five individual sponges and five pieces of
algae were collected and immediately frozen (ti). An additional 37 sponges were incubated in a
solution containing 1 mg/L 98% Na15NO3 and 98% 1 g/L Na13HCO3 tracers for six hours. After
incubation, 5 sponges were collected and frozen (t0), and 32 sponges were placed into individual
containers with flowing seawater for 2 hours to rinse out all non-assimilated tracers from the
sponge tissue. After this rinse period, sponges were randomly assigned to two treatment groups.
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One group had pieces of algae attached to them using a cable tie, and the other group had pieces
of algae placed at 15 cm and 30 cm from the sponge in its tank. After 12 (t12) and 24(t24) hours,
eight tanks from each treatment group were collected, and sponges and algae were frozen for
further analysis.
NH4+experiment: To investigate the uptake and transfer of an ammonium nitrogen substrate, the
above experiment was repeated using sponges incubated in a solution of 0.1 mg/L of 15NH4+.
Analysis of stable isotopes: For each A. cauliformis individual sponge and symbiont cells were
separated from bulk sponge tissue using methods from Freeman et al. (2013). Briefly, frozen
sponges were chopped into small pieces and soaked in an artificial salt water buffer with EDTA
at 4°C. Sponges were then homogenized and filtered under low vacuum pressure. The filtrate
was then put through several centrifugation spins that separated out the larger eukaryotic cells
from the filtrate at slower speeds (2000-2500 rpm) and bacterial cells at higher speeds (45007000 rpm). The result was a separation of bacterial and sponge cells from the sponge holobiont.
Sponge and bacterial pellets were then lyophilized and acidified with 6M HCl. After
acidification, the samples were dried and then weighed out into silver capsules for isotopic
analysis. Algal samples were first lyophilized before being acidified with 6M HCl, dried, and
weighed into silver capsules for isotopic analysis. Stable isotope analysis was conducted at the
Geophysical Laboratory at the Carnegie Institution of Washington (Washington, DC) using a
Thermo Delta V Plus isotope ratio mass spectrometer coupled to a Carlo-Erba NC2500
elemental analyzer via a Conflo III open-split interface.
Enrichment of stable isotope tracers was expressed as atom percent excess (APE) for both 12N
and 13C. Enrichment expressed as APE shows the increase in the atom percent of an isotope
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compared with initial samples, which represent the atom percent of the natural population. The
term “sample” refers to the experimental samples, and the term “standard” refers to the
international standards of the Pee Dee Belemnite and atmospheric N2 for δ13C and δ15N,
respectively (Fry 2006, Freeman et al. 2013). The following formula shows the calculations for
Atom% 13C, and this same formula was used to calculate atom % 15N. Once atom% is
calculated, APE was calculated as the difference of the atom % of the experimental sample
minus the mean atom % of the initial samples. The formula for calculating atom % of an element
is as follows:
Atom % 13C = [100 x Rstandard x (δ13C sample /(1000+1)] / [1 + Rstandard x (δ13C sample /(1000+1)]

Data analysis: Initial values of 15N and 13C for bacterial and sponge cell fractions were
compared using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). To test whether sponges became
significantly enriched with the 15N and 13C tracers in both experiments, initial isotopic ratios
were compared to ratios of samples incubated in the tracer solution using a two-way ANOVA to
examine difference in cell fractions, time (ti vs. t0) and their interaction expressed in units of δ13C
and δ15N. Sponge enrichment values post enrichment were expressed in units of APE to account
for natural population abundances of the isotopes. APE 15N and 13C values were analyzed using
a two-way ANOVA to test for differences in cell fraction, treatment (sponge alone or algal
contact), and their interaction. Algal enrichment was analyzed using a one-way ANOVA for
each treatment, comparing experimental 15N and 13C values with initial values in units of δ13C
and δ15N. Tukey’s post-hoc tests were used to detect differences in each experiment.
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Results
Isotopic analysis
NO3-/HCO3- experiment: Initial sponge samples showed significant differences in δ15N between
fractions (0.78±0.15‰ and 3.06±0.1‰ for bacterial and sponge fractions, respectively; one-way
ANOVA, F = 162.5, P <0.0001). Bacterial and sponge fractions showed no differences in δ13C
between fractions (-19.48±0.2‰ and -19.06±0.16‰ for bacterial and sponge fractions,
respectively; one-way ANOVA, F = 2.71, P = 0.13). Analysis using a two-way ANOVA
showed a significant 15N enrichment of samples at t0 (i.e. enriched samples) (12.41±3.7‰ and
1.92 ±0.39‰ for initial and enriched samples, respectively; F = 8.89, P = 0.009, Figure 5), but
there was no effect of cell fraction (F = 1.15, P = 0.30) or interaction of the two variables (F =
2.96, P = 0.10). For the NaH13CO3 tracer, analysis revealed a significant enrichment of samples
at ti (1.51±2.81‰ and -19.27±0.14‰ for initial and t0, respectively; one-way ANOVA, F =
209.5, P <0.0001), but it also showed that the bacterial fraction was on average higher than the
sponge fraction (F = 25.2, P = 0.0001), and a significant interaction between the two terms (F =
28.2, P<0.0001). Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test revealed that both post enrichment samples were
significantly enriched with 13C over the initial samples, but also that the post-enrichment
bacterial fraction was more enriched than the sponge cell fraction from the same time (Figure 5).
After 12 hours, there was a significant difference in APE 15N between sponge fractions (two-way
ANOVA, F = 6.22, P =0.02, Figure 6a), but there was no significant difference between algal
contact treatments (F = 1.28, P = 0.27) or in the interaction of the two variables (F = 0.65, P =
0.43). These same relationships were observed at 24 hours, with the bacterial fraction having a
significantly higher APE 15N than the sponge fraction (two-way ANOVA, F = 5.62, P = 0.02)
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and no significant differences between treatments (F = 0.87, P = 0.87) or the interaction of the
two variables (F = 0.13, P = 0.80, Figure 6a). APE 13C was also significantly different between
fractions at 12 hours (F = 58.96, P <0.0001) and 24 hours (F = 28.36, P <0.0001), showing a
higher enrichment in the bacterial cell fraction. No differences in algal contact treatment (F =
0.35, P = 0.52) and no significant interaction effect (F = 1.30, P = 0.29) were observed at 12
hours or 24 hours (F = 0.002, P = 0.52 and F = 0.26, P = 0.64 for algal contact treatment and
interaction term, respectively, Figure 6b).
Algal enrichment in this experiment was not significantly different than initial values.
δ15N values for M. marinum samples indicated no significant enrichment at either 12 or 24 hours,
compared to initial samples (one-way ANOVA, F = 0.44, P = 0.65, Figure 7a), although results
were highly variable, suggesting that some individuals may have been enriched with 15N.
Algae also did not absorb 15N at either 12 or 24 hours when placed either 15cm (-0.33±0.21 and 0.24±0.16 for 12 and 24 hours, respectively; one-way ANOVA F = 1.88, P = 0.18), or 30cm
from an enriched sponge (-0.09±0.19 and 0.28±0.55 for 12 and 24 hours, respectively; one-way
ANOVA, F = 0.29, P = 0.75).
There were no differences in δ13C in algal samples collected at 12 and 24 hours (one-way
ANOVA, F = 2.14, P = 0.14, Figure 7b), suggesting no transfer of carbon resources from the
sponge. Additionally, there was no evidence for uptake of sponge-derived carbon in algae at
15cm from the enriched sponge (-14.7±0.4 and -13.9±0.24 for 12 and 24 hour samples’ one-way
ANOVA F = 3.99, P = 0.04), as the δ13C in fact decreased significantly from initial samples at 12
hours (Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test: P< 0.05). A significant decrease in δ13C was also observed at
12 hours for algae at 30 centimeters from an enriched sponge (Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test P<
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0.05), but algal samples at 24 hours showed no significant differences from initial samples
(Mean = -13.3±0.34, -14.401±0.26 and -14.33±0.27 for initial, 12 hour and 24 hour algal
samples, respectively; one-way ANOVA F = 3.95, P = 0.04).
NH4+ experiment: Significant differences in δ15N were shown between fractions in initial
(ti)sponges (0.76±0.29 ‰ and 2.5±0.12‰ for bacterial and sponge fractions, respectively; oneway ANOVA F = 33.46, P = 0.0004). After six hours of incubation (t0) in 0.1 mg/L of (15NH4)
H2PO4, sponges became significantly enriched compared to initial samples (14.04±4.34 and
1.67±0.34 for t0 and ti samples, respectively; two-way ANOVA, F = 7.52, P = 0.01), but there
was no effect of cell fraction type (F = 0.14, P = 0.71) or interaction of the two terms (F = 0.61, P
= 0.45, Figure 8). Sponges maintained this enrichment throughout the experiment. At 12 hours
(t12), the bacterial cell fraction was significantly more enriched than the sponge cell fraction (F =
9.37, P = 0.005) but there were no significant effects of treatment (F = 0.43, P = 0.52), nor any
interaction effect (F = 0.0, P = 0.99, Figure 9). The same trend was observed at 24 hours (t24), as
APE 15N was significantly higher in the bacterial cell fractions (F = 11.21, P = 0.002), but there
were no differences in treatment (F = 1.85, P = 0.18), or in the interaction of the two variables (F
= 0.08, P = 0.78, Figure 9).
Algae in the NH4+ experiment did show significant enrichment with the 15N tracer (F = 6.14, P
= 0.01). After 24 hours in contact with the sponge, δ15N values in the algae were significantly
higher than the initial values for the algae (Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test, Figure 10). Algae at 15
cm from an enriched sponge showed no significant differences from initial δ15N values (0.32±0.19, -0.19 ±0.29, and -0.5±0.2 for initial, 12 hour and 24 hour samples; one-way
ANOVA F = 0.45, P = 0.64), suggesting that they obtained no sponge-derived nitrogen
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resources. Algae at 30 cm showed a significant decrease in δ15N values at 24 hours compared
to initial values, but no differences from initial values were observed at 12 hours (-0.55±0.1 and
-1.7±0.12 for 12 hour and 24 hour samples, respectively; one-way ANOVA, F = 35.11, P
<0.001).

Discussion
Sponges and macroalgae can form complex interactions on coral reefs. The interaction
between A. cauliformis and M. marinum showed qualities of both competition, in which sponge
health was reduced, and facilitation, in which algal productivity increased (Chapter 1). The
current study investigated how carbon and nitrogen dynamics function in this interaction. This
study showed that algal facilitation was likely the result of nitrogen transfer from the sponge to
the alga. Additionally, while the previous study noted a negative effect on the sponge by the
algae, the current study saw no such effect over the short duration of these experiments.
Facilitation has gained considerable attention in studies on coral reef ecology (Bruno et
al. 2003a). This study showed a potential mechanism for algal facilitation in the sponge-algal
interaction in Chapter 1 through the transfer of nitrogen resources from the sponge to the alga.
Examples of direct facilitation via nitrogen transfer have been shown previously (Ellison et al.
1996, Davy et al. 2002, Pile et al. 2003, Slattery et al. 2013). In one example, Davy et al. (2002)
showed that sponge-derived N can be translocated to algae, a hypothesis that seems consistent
with the current study, given that many algae are efficient at taking in available nutrients (PérezMayorga et al. 2011). The net-like morphology of M. marinum maximizes its surface area to
volume ratio, and even though the morphology of the alga would be expected to favor efficient
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uptake of available nutrients (Pérez-Mayorga et al. 2011), the current study only saw significant
uptake of the nitrogen substrate ammonium. There may be several reasons for differential uptake
of nitrate and ammonium nitrogen substrates.

From the standpoint of algal uptake, ammonium

is a more biologically available source of nitrogen than nitrate, especially to photosynthetic
eukaryotes in the marine environment (Zehr and Ward 2002). Another possible reason for
differential uptake by the alga could be due to sponge processing of nitrogen resources. Previous
studies have shown the ability of many sponges that host dense microbial communities to uptake
nitrogen from both ammonium and nitrate, and incorporate it into their biomass (Thacker and
Freeman 2012, Freeman et al. 2013). However, proteins essential for assimilation of both of
these resources have only been found in the cyanobacteria and sponge associated microbial
communities, and not in the eukaryotic sponge cells (Wilkinson 1979, Kramer et al. 1996, Allen
et al. 2001, Zehr and Ward 2002, Taylor et al. 2007), indicating that both nitrogen substrates are
assimilated by sponge microbial communities and then translocated to the sponge host in a form
that can be assimilated (Taylor et al. 2007, Freeman et al. 2013). The limiting factor might be
the processing of these two substrates, as ammonium can be directly assimilated into microbial
and sponge biomass, whereas nitrate requires additional conversion steps for assimilation (Taylor
et al. 2007). In the current study, these properties may have been important in the availability of
the two nitrogen substrates to the alga, even though A. cauliformis has been documented to
excrete both NH4+ and NOx- (Southwell 2007, but see Southwell et al. 2008).
M. marinum in this study did not absorb any of the carbon tracer from the enriched
sponge. While sponges have been shown to contribute organic carbon resources to the benthic
compartment (Maldonado et al. 2012), A. cauliformis in the current study did not transfer these
carbon resources to M. marinum. Carbon transfer to the benthic compartment by sponges is
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often through detrital particulate organic matter (Maldonado et al. 2012), which would be
generated predominantly through heterotrophic feeding by the sponge. A. cauliformis has been
shown to mostly rely on its symbiotic microbial communities for nutrient assimilation (Freeman
and Thacker 2011), meaning that heterotrophic feeding is likely less important. This minimal
heterotrophic feeding could have contributed to the absence of 13C signal in the alga.
Additionally, carbon is not often limiting in coral reef systems, so discerning a 13C signal from
the potentially minute transfer of carbon resources from the sponge would be difficult. This is in
contrast to nitrogen, which is often limiting and may be easier to detect in small amounts since
background concentrations would be quite low. Benthic algae are also known to generate large
quantities of dissolved carbon resources (Haas et al. 2010, Naumann et al. 2010), and this
generation of dissolved carbon through algal associated microbial communities, has even been
shown to be a mechanism of stress to corals (Smith et al. 2006). Thus, assuming algal generation
of dissolved carbon, reliance on sponge-derived carbon may be less important to some algal
species. Some studies have even suggested that sponges may rely on benthic organisms,
including algae, for greater than 50% of their carbon resources (van Duyl et al. 2011, Maldonado
et al. 2012). Although this suggests that sponges may benefit from a close association with some
algal species, recent research implies that this is not the case in all such interactions (GonzálezRivero et al. 2012, Chapter 1).
Although algal contact did not alter carbon and nitrogen dynamics within the sponge over
the course of this experiment, prolonged and close association with algal communities reduced
sponge photosymbiont abundance, leading to reduced sponge performance in some instances
(Chapter 1). Initial δ15N values of both fractions and 15N and 13C trends in the current study
suggest that, indeed, sponge cells are obtaining significant carbon and nitrogen from their
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photosymbiont communities. Thus, a reduction in photosymbiont abundance by close algal
association may be particularly detrimental to these sponges, especially if sponge hosts lack the
nutritional plasticity to increase their heterotrophic filter feeding under conditions of reduced
symbiont abundance (Freeman and Thacker 2011). In these instances, nutrient supply to sponge
cells might be significantly reduced, with a potentially drastic reduction in carbon supply due to
reduced levels of carbon fixation by photosymbionts within impacted sponges (Freeman et al.
2013). Impacts on nitrogen cycling, however, might only be slightly diminished due to nitrogen
processing of heterotrophic bacteria in the sponge that, under low light conditions, are still
capable of assimilating low levels of inorganic substrates (Freeman et al. 2013), leading to a net
efflux of nitrogen to the environment (Southwell et al. 2008). Whether heterotrophic N
metabolism by symbionts ensures adequate nitrogen supply under changing conditions remains
unknown, but certainly deserves future work.
The broader implications of this interaction are unknown to date. Several studies have
indicated that sponges are net sources of nitrogen on coral reefs (reviewed in Maldonado et al.
2012). Because sponges are an abundant and widespread group of organisms on coral reefs, their
ability to efflux nitrogen could potentially increase local concentrations of these limited
resources (Maldonado et al. 2012). Assimilation of sponge-derived nitrogen by neighboring reef
organisms thus may be significant, especially in closely associated organisms like the algae and
sponge in the current study. Indeed, although the nitrogen budgets of only 22 Caribbean sponge
species have been reported, 20 of these species were shown to have an overall net efflux of
dissolved nitrogen in the form of NH4+ and/or NO3- (Maldonado et al. 2010). Because M.
marinum interacts with several of these species (Chapter 1), interactions like those reported in
the current study may be prevalent on these shallow reefs. If sponge-derived N boosts algal
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productivity, then this might directly impact algal abundance on these reefs, potentially leading
to circumstances supporting algal dominance on many of these reefs where overfishing,
anthropogenic nutrients, and disease have already tipped the scale in favor of the algae.
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Figure 5. Mean (±SE) δ15N and δ13C in initial (ti) and enriched (t0) sponges. Sponges collected
from the incubation chamber were significantly enriched with Na15NO3 and the Na13HCO3 tracer
(P = 0.009 and P < 0.0001 for δ15N and δ13C, respectively). “Bac” refers to the bacterial cell
fraction and “Sponge” refers to the sponge cell fraction.
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Figure 6. (A.) Mean (±SE) APE15N enrichment of A. cauliformis samples at 0, 12 and 24 hours
post incubation in Na15NO3 tracer. (B.) Mean (±SE) APE13C enrichment of A. cauliformis
samples at 0, 12 and 24 hours post incubation in Na13HCO3 tracer. Red lines indicate sponge
alone treatment and black lines represent sponges in contact with algae. Bac = bacterial cell
fraction and Sponge = sponge cell fraction. APE15N and APE13C enrichment were different
between cell fractions (P =0.006, P <0.0001, respectively), but there were no differences in
treatment.

A.

B.
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Figure 7. (A.) Mean (±SE) δ15N enrichment of M. marinum initially and after 12 and 24 hours in
contact with an A. cauliformis individual that was enriched with Na15NO3. (B.) Mean (±SE)
δ13C enrichment of M. marinum initially and after 12 and 24 hours in contact with an A.
cauliformis individual that was enriched with Na15HCO3. No significant differences in δ15N or
δ13C enrichment were detected at either time (P >0.05).
A.

B.
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Figure 8. Mean (±SE) δ15N in initial (ti) samples and enriched (t0) sponges. Sponges collected
from the incubation chamber were significantly enriched with the (15NH4) H2PO4 tracer (P =
0.01) after 6 hours. “Bac” refers to the bacterial cell fraction and “Sponge” refers to the sponge
cell fraction.
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Figure 9. Mean (±SE) APE15N enrichment of A. cauliformis samples at 0, 12 and 24 hours post
incubation in 15NH4+ tracer. Red lines indicate sponge alone treatment and black lines represent
sponges in contact with algae. Bac = bacterial cell fraction and Sponge = sponge cell fraction.
APE15N enrichment was different between cell fractions (P <0.005), but there were no
significant differences in treatment.
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Figure 10. Mean (±SE) δ15N enrichment of M. marinum of initial alga samples and after 12 and
24 hours in contact with an A. cauliformis individual that was enriched with 15NH4+. Significant
algal enrichment with sponge-derived δ15N was shown after 24 hours (P = 0.01). Histograms
with different letter groups are significantly different by ANOVA.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPLORING INDIVIDUAL- TO POPULATION-LEVEL
IMPACTS OF DISEASE ON CORAL REEFS: FATE AND DYNAMICS OF
APLYSINA RED BAND SYNDROME (ARBS)
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Abstract
Marine diseases are of increasing concern for coral reef ecosystems, but often their causes,
dynamics and impacts are unknown. The current study investigated the impacts and dynamics
of Aplysina Red Band Syndrome (ARBS) at both the individual and population levels. The
possible fates of marked healthy and ARBS-infected Aplysina cauliformis sponges were
examined over the course of a year. Population level impacts, dynamics and transmission
mechanisms of ARBS were investigated by monitoring two populations of A. cauliformis on
shallow patch reefs over a 3 year period using digital photography and diver collected data, and
analyzing these data with GIS techniques of spatial analysis. In this study, three commonly used
spatial statistics (Ripley’s K, Getis-Ord General G, and Moran’s Index) were compared to each
other and with direct measurements of individual interactions using join-counts, to determine the
ideal method for investigating disease dynamics and transmission mechanisms in this system.
During this 3-year period, Hurricane Irene directly impacted these populations, providing an
opportunity to assess potential storm effects on A. cauliformis and ARBS. Infection with ARBS
yielded increased loss of healthy tissue over time and a higher likelihood of an individual dying
and being missed in subsequent surveys. In this study, Hurricane Irene had the most dramatic
effect on the A. cauliformis population by greatly reducing sponge biomass on the reef,
especially in diseased individuals. Spatial analysis showed that direct contact between individual
A. cauliformis was the likely transmission mechanism for ARBS within a population, evidenced
by a significantly higher number of contact-joins between diseased sponges compared to
random. Of the three spatial statistics compared, the Moran’s Index best represented true
connections between diseased sponges in the survey area. This study showed that spatial
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analysis can be a powerful tool for investigating disease dynamics and transmission in a coral
reef ecosystem.
Introduction
Substantial impacts on marine populations and communities have been attributed to
diseases of marine organisms (Harvell et al. 2004) affecting a wide range of taxa from
commercially important fish, shellfish and corals, to less apparent species that may be
disappearing without notice. Much of the marine disease literature has focused on hard corals,
which have experienced massive declines in recent decades. In most cases, coral diseases are
believed to be caused by microorganisms, but the specific pathogen has only been identified in a
few instances (Richardson 1998, Harvell et al. 1999, Porter et al. 2001, Harvell et al. 2007,
Sutherland et al. 2010, Muller and Woesik 2012). In general, the understanding of marine
diseases lags behind terrestrial diseases based on functional knowledge and techniques of
investigation; however, this lag is particularly striking when considering the increasing rate at
which marine diseases are reported (Porter et al. 2001, Olson et al. 2006). With coral cover
declining, diseases of sponges gained increasing attention (Rutzler 1988, Gaino et al. 1992,
Vacelet et al. 1994, Webster et al. 2002, Olson et al. 2006, Wulff 2006b, Webster 2007, Wulff
2007a, Maldonado et al. 2010, Gochfeld et al. 2012a). One such disease is Aplysina Red Band
Syndrome (ARBS) (Olson et al. 2006), an infectious disease of sponges in the genus Aplysina.
ARBS has been recorded throughout the Caribbean at prevalence rates as high as 15% of the
individuals within a population (Olson et al. 2006, Gochfeld et al. 2012a). This disease can result
in partial or total mortality of sponges that it infects, and while it is able to spread through
experimental contact, the main mechanism of transmission within a natural population remains
unknown (Gochfeld et al. 2012a).
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In addition to disease, periodic storm events can have major impacts on coral reefs.
Strong storms do not affect all reef species equally (Hughes and Connell 1999), and in some
cases, may have positive effects on coral reefs. For example, storms promote diversity by
opening new substrate for larval recruitment, and by decreasing the abundance of faster growing
branching coral species, allowing slowly growing, more robust coral species to survive
(Carpenter 1990, McCook et al. 2001). While storms have historically had many positive effects
on coral reefs, recent studies have suggested that these storms have increased in intensity and
will continue to do so under conditions of rising sea surface temperatures (Elsner et al. 2008,
Mann et al. 2009). In addition, these storms are affecting reefs that are already impacted by
stressors such as disease, overfishing, and anthropogenic nutrients, which have reduced the biotic
diversity of Caribbean reefs (Hughes and Connell 1999). When these stressors are coupled with
strong storms, the consequences to coral reefs can be dramatic (Hughes 1994). For example, in
Jamaica, Hurricane Allen destroyed much of the branching coral species (Acroporids), and
opened up reef substrate for settlement, which was colonized by macroalgae instead of new coral
recruits. This algal dominance was attributed to a lack of herbivores on Jamaican reefs due to
overfishing and a marine epizootic event (Hughes 1994, Aronson and Precht 2001) . This
example illustrates that in order to assess the overall impact of a stressor, one must often take
into account other factors that occur on the reef simultaneously (Hughes 1994, Hughes and
Connell 1999, Aronson and Precht 2001, Aronson et al. 2004, Harvell et al. 2007).
Spatial analysis offers a powerful method to study the spread of diseases within a
population. Population monitoring can be used to develop a time series of disease status in
individuals within a population. These spatial and temporal patterns of disease incidence can
then be used to discern the process of transmission (Real and McElhany 1996). Spatial analysis
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techniques have been extensively used in many fields (Anselin et al. 1997, Moraes 2005, Anselin
et al. 2007), including ecology (Rossi et al. 1992, Legendre 1993, Real and McElhany 1996),
where they have been used to study disease transmission in terrestrial systems (Gilbert et al.
1994, Real and McElhany 1996). Transmission of diseases via contact, vector or through the
medium (air or water) can be discerned through distinct spatial relationships. (Gilbert et al. 1994,
Real and McElhany 1996). In contrast to the terrestrial environment, spatial analysis techniques
have seen limited applications in marine systems (Cole and Syms 1999, Jolles et al. 2002,
Gardner et al. 2008, Brandt and McManus 2009, Zvuloni et al. 2009, Lentz et al. 2011, Roff et
al. 2011), and the few studies that have used them have sampled at a resolution that is too coarse
to adequately investigate transmission mechanisms (Real and McElhany 1996, Lentz et al. 2011,
Roff et al. 2011). To date, most marine studies that have used spatial statistics have focused on
those that measure clustering of attributes, such as the Ripley’s K or the Getis-Ord General G
statistics (Jolles et al. 2002, Gardner et al. 2008, Zvuloni et al. 2009, Lentz et al. 2011, Roff et al.
2011, Ban et al. 2012). These statistics measure the concentration of attributes in an area
(Mitchell 2005), but in epidemiological studies it may be more important to investigate
relationships of individuals in the population. Less frequently used statistics such as the Moran’s
Index capture these individual relationships by measuring spatial autocorrelation (similarity of
feature values and location) between individuals (Moran 1950, Van Houtan et al. 2010, Ban et al.
2012).
This study used spatial analysis techniques to investigate the spatial and temporal
dynamics of ARBS in two populations of the sponge Aplysina cauliformis on Bahamian patch
reefs. ARBS presents a unique opportunity to investigate transmission mechanisms because it
occurs on branching sponges that are able to grow upright or horizontally and physically contact
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neighboring individuals (Olson et al. 2006). These growth strategies enabled us to evaluate three
transmission mechanisms: contact-driven, waterborne, and vector-driven transmission. While
forced physical contact has been shown to spread this disease efficiently in both laboratory and
field experiments (Olson et al. 2006, Gochfeld, unpublished data), additional or alternative
transmission mechanisms may be important on the reef. This study analyzed distribution
patterns of ARBS over a 3 year period. In addition, this study investigated the impacts of a
severe storm event (Hurricane Irene: Category 3; 27 August 2011) on the A. cauliformis
population and ARBS infections.
Materials and Methods
Study sites
This study was conducted on two shallow reefs (3-5m) near the Perry Institute for Marine
Science on Lee Stocking Island, Exuma Cays, Bahamas, from January 2008 to June 2012. Field
monitoring was conducted at Big Point (N 23˚ 47.301”, W 76˚ 08.118”) and Rainbow Gardens
(N 23˚ 47.798”, W 76 ˚ 08.786”), located 1.5 kilometers apart.
Monitoring of Individually Marked Sponges
In order to track the rate of progression of ARBS in individual sponges, 18 diseased
individuals and their nearest healthy neighbors were marked and monitored from 2008-2009 at
Big Point. Marked sponges were photographed, number of lesions counted, and measurements
were made of the healthy tissue, active red bands and necrotic tissue during March 2008, July
2008 and June 2009. These data were analyzed for differential fates by indicating health status
based on the presence of ARBS, as has been done in other studies investigating qualitative
effects of a treatment (Wassenberg and Di Giulio 2004). Health status rankings were: healthy =
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1, diseased = 2 and missing = 3 (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test). Healthy tissue length was compared
for healthy and diseased individuals at each time (Repeated measures ANOVA).
Sponge Population Monitoring
Permanent 10 X 10 m grids were established at Big Point and Rainbow Gardens patch
reefs. Within each grid, digital images representing 1m2 were taken using a Canon D10
underwater camera, resulting in 100 images per grid. The location of each individual Aplysina
cauliformis within each 1 m2 block was recorded on an underwater paper map, total sponge
length was measured using a fiberglass measuring tape, and sponge health was assessed. If the
sponge was diseased, the number of lesions was counted. Grids were sampled yearly in
May/June from 2010-2012, and a month after hurricane Irene (27 August 2011) in September
2011. Big Point was also sampled in July 2011. Each grid contained between 133 and 340 A.
cauliformis individuals.
Photographs from May 2011 for Big Point (BP) and July 2011 for Rainbow Gardens
(RG) were georeferenced to their locations on the patch reefs and assembled into a mosaic
representing the 10 X 10 m grid in the program ArcMap (Figure 11). Photographs from other
time points were photographically georeferenced to these images at the two sites. A point vector
file was then created for the sponges that were measured in each grid. Each point represented
one sponge and was referenced to an attribute table containing records of its length, health,
number of lesions and number of branches. The number of branches for each sponge was
determined from the photographs. This process was repeated for each time point.
As a comparison to previous studies that used broader surveys to investigate marine
diseases (Porter et al. 2001, Sato et al. 2009, Lentz et al. 2011, Roff et al. 2011), the 10 X 10 m
grids containing the point vectors at each site were transformed into polygons. Each polygon
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measured 0.5 m2, and its attributes included the total number of sponges as well as the number of
diseased sponges within that polygon.
To investigate whether ARBS disproportionally affected certain size classes of sponges
within the population, size frequency distributions of healthy and diseased sponges were
compared using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Statview).
Spatial analysis
To assess the clustering of disease within a population, three spatial statistics (Ripley’s K
function, Getis-Ord General G, and Moran’s Index) were compared using the spatial analysis
toolkit in the ArcGIS toolbox. These spatial patterns within the sponge populations were
analyzed on each grid at each point in time. These spatial statistics were also compared to a
higher resolution technique (join-counts) that investigated the connectedness of individuals
within the population using two metrics: (1) Physical contact connectedness (as an indicator of
direct transmission of disease) and (2) Gabriel connectedness (as an indicator of vector mediated
transmission of disease (Gilbert et al. 1994, Real and McElhany 1996).
Ripley’s K function is used to analyze spatial patterns and investigate spatial dependence
of features (clustering or dispersion). While many spatial statistics require selection of a specific
scale, the Ripley’s K function examines patterns over a range of scales to determine the
appropriate one (Getis 1984, Boots and Getis 1988, Bailey and Gatrell 1995, Mitchell 2005). The
Getis-Ord General G statistic measures how concentrated certain values are in a selected area.
This statistic can be used to monitor high proportions of a particular attribute in an area, for
example, the number of diseased sponges (Mitchell 2005, Getis and Ord 2010). The Moran’s I
statistic measures spatial autocorrelation, which is the similarity of features based on both their
locations and values. This tool measures the spatial relationship between features of similar and
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different values to determine patterns of clustering or dispersion in a population (Moran 1950,
Goodchild 1986, Griffith 1987, Mitchell 2005). This differs from the Getis-Ord statistic in that
while Getis-Ord measures concentration of values in an area, Moran’s I determines the spatial
relationship between individuals of the same and different values.
The Ripley’s K statistic has been used in many marine disease studies (Jolles et al. 2002,
Gardner et al. 2008, Zvuloni et al. 2009, Lentz et al. 2011, Muller and Woesik 2012). Here, a
weighted Ripley’s K statistic (Ripley 1981, 1988, Mitchell 2005) was used to assess non-random
distribution patterns within the sponge populations and to discern the scale at which these
patterns occurred. The weighted Ripley’s K statistic randomly distributes an attribute (in this
case, sponge health [healthy or diseased]) among the existing points in the grid. Each trial was
run for 100 iterations with 100 distance bands over a scale of 10 m, resulting in each distance
band measuring 10 cm. The data table containing the 10 cm distance band measurements was
then examined for any areas where the observed distribution differed significantly (areas where
the expected random distribution values fell outside the confidence envelope generated from the
100 iterations in the analysis) from the expected random distribution.
For the Getis-Ord General G and Moran’s I statistics, the sponges on the grid, represented
by point vectors, were converted to thiessen polygons to best represent the spatial relationships
among sponges in the population (Lloyd 2010). Each thiessen polygon represents the point with
all its attributes and its area of influence, which is one half of the distance between the point and
each of its neighbors. The number of sides of the polygon reflects the number of neighbors with
converging areas of influence. The Getis-Ord General G statistic was run for the attribute
sponge health using calculated network spatial weights to conceptualize the spatial relationships
of the sponges in the grid. No barriers within the grid were considered, so a Euclidian distance
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method was used. The Getis-Ord Gi*Hot Spot Analysis was used to visualize specific areas of
clustering in the grid. These grid maps showed specific thiessen polygons with significant zscores as calculated by this statistic (Mitchell 2005, Scott and Warmerdam 2005). The Moran’s
I statistic was calculated to examine global spatial autocorrelation between sponges weighted by
the attribute sponge health using the same parameters employed for the Getis-Ord statistic. These
relationships were mapped onto the grid to identify local scale clusters and outliers in the spatial
autocorrelation analysis using the Cluster and Outlier Analysis (Anselin Local Moran’s I) tool in
ArcGIS (Anselin 1995, Mitchell 2005).
To address disease transmission mechanisms between sampling times, join-counts were
performed on all sponges within each population (Sokal and Oden 1978, Real and McElhany
1996). Because each sponge was assigned a specific location within the grid, each sponge had a
specific Euclidian distance and spatial relationship to every other sponge in the grid. From these
relationships, we were able to establish the number of “joins” (connections) between individuals.
Join-counts enabled us to track the suspected origin of a ARBS-affected sponge in one sampling
time to a diseased sponge in an earlier sampling time (Gilbert et al. 1994, Real and McElhany
1996).
Joins in this study were examined using two types of connectedness: physical contact and
Gabriel (vector) contact. To assess physical contact connectedness in the grid, the distance
between each sponge and every other sponge in the grid was calculated. Using the join tool in
ArcGIS, the attributes of each individual sponge and the attributes of all of its neighbors were
joined in the data table of the distances between individuals. Using the sponge length measured
in situ, and the number of branches determined from the photographs, an algorithm was
developed to account for all sponge-sponge interactions within a single sampling time. The
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algorithm determined sponge interactions by selecting individuals whose Euclidian distance was
less than the sum of each sponge’s length divided by its number of branches. This method
assumed equal branch length for each sponge, which likely underestimates sponge interactions.
These interactions were grouped into four classes: total (T), healthy:healthy (H:H),
healthy:diseased (H:D), and diseased:diseased (D:D) joins. This method was automated for each
grid using a Python script in ArcMap to test for contact-connectedness between sponges. To test
whether the frequency of these observed contacts was statistically different from a random
distribution of contact frequency, another Python script was developed which took the feature
layer containing all the sponges and their attributes used in calculating the observed contacts, and
randomly distributed these points in a 10 x 10 m grid before recalculating the frequency of
contact-joins within each class. One hundred iterations of this process were run (Real and
McElhany 1996), and the averages for each class were calculated. From these data, we were
able to determine what number of the 100 random iterations overestimated, underestimated or
accurately estimated the observed contacts in each of the four classes. This information was then
translated into a proportion by dividing the number of realizations that contained more or an
equal number of joins compared to the observed values by the total number of realizations, and
this proportion became the p-value, as has been outlined in previous studies (Cliff and Ord 1981,
Gilbert et al. 1994, Real and McElhany 1996).
To test for vector-based transmission, we used a Gabriel connectedness scheme originally
employed in studies of plant pollinators (Real and McElhany 1996). Using this scheme, two
points in the grid are connected if there are no other points that occur within a circle that has a
diameter equal to the distance between the points (Real and McElhany 1996). This model
assumes that the vector will most likely travel to the nearest sponge, regardless of the Euclidian
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distance between them. In addition, it assumes that the vector only travels between sponges of a
single species, since this disease only affects A. cauliformis at the sites studied. To determine if
the observed Gabriel connections differed from random, the points were randomized, and the
connections were determined in 100 iterations and compared to the observed connections, as
described previously.
The polygon-based datasets were analyzed to identify pairs of polygons sharing
boundaries and containing at least one diseased individual. The number of connections between
polygons containing diseased sponges was counted for each time point. Similar to previous
analyses, the original attributes describing each polygon were randomly assigned, creating a
different dataset in a total of 100 iterations, and the expected random number of diseased
polygon connections was compared to the observed diseased polygon connections as described
previously.
Results
Monitoring of Individually Marked Sponges
Analysis of individually marked sponges demonstrated differential fates for healthy and diseased
individuals. At each subsequent sampling time, the mean health status of the monitored diseased
individuals was different than their healthy neighbors, which resulted in more diseased
individuals being missed in surveys through time (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test, P < 0.0001 and 0.03
for July 2008 and June 2009, respectively, Figure 12A). Initial health status did not significantly
affect the length of healthy tissue through time (Figure 12B; P = 0.11), but there was a
significant change in length of healthy tissue over the course of the monitoring (P < 0.001).
Length of healthy tissue was significantly influenced by an interaction between health status and
time (P = 0.04), showing that marked diseased sponges lost more biomass over the course of the
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monitoring compared to marked healthy sponges. Analysis of sizes at each time point showed
that while diseased sponges were initially larger than healthy sponges (ANOVA: P = 0.02), by
the final sampling time there was a trend towards diseased sponges being smaller than healthy
sponges (P = 0.06).
Sponge Population Monitoring
Sponge length, total length of all sponges and the number of healthy and diseased
sponges from each site and sampling time point are summarized in Table 1. The proportion of
diseased individuals in the population varied greatly from year to year (3.3% - 11%); while the
average sponge length remained relatively similar both between sites and time points, Big Point
experienced a pronounced decline in sponge biomass, as exhibited by the reduced total sponge
number and length. The main loss in sponge biomass on the reefs seems to be related to periodic
storm events, as Hurricane Irene caused a pronounced reduction in sponge biomass on both reefs
in September 2011.
ARBS disproportionately affected larger sponges in the population (mean length ± SE),
as determined by comparing the size frequency distributions of healthy and diseased sponges
(Figure 13). All pre-hurricane grids showed a significant difference in the size frequency
distribution of healthy and diseased sponges (Kolmogorov-Smirnov: P = 0.003). The sizefrequency distributions of healthy and diseased sponges remained significantly different after the
hurricane at Big Point (P = 0.01), but became more similar at Rainbow Gardens (P = 0.4). This
shift in size at Rainbow Gardens is indicative of increased breakage of diseased sponges
compared to healthy sponges, as has been documented in previous studies (Olson et al. 2006).
While many large sponges in both grids were healthy, diseased sponges were usually in the
larger size range of sponges in the population. Although it is possible that ARBS targets large
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sponges, it is more likely that these sponges are affected at a higher frequency because they are
older, which increases their probability of coming in contact with the pathogen. Alternatively,
larger sponges have longer branch lengths and are able to interact with more sponges, thereby
increasing their chances of interacting with other diseased individuals within the survey area.
Spatial analysis
Ripley’s K Function: This analysis showed clustering of ARBS at all sites and time points.
Most grids showed only slight clustering compared to an expected random distribution. Big
Point, where the A. cauliformis population was denser, showed clustering of diseased sponges at
a scale between 0.3 and 0.5 m, with the exception of the May 2010 time point, which showed a
much larger maximum clustering scale of 5.5 m. Rainbow Gardens showed maximum clustering
at 2-3 m scale for all time points.
Getis-Ord General G: Significant global clustering of ARBS for the pre-storm time points of Big
Point May 2011, Big Point July 2011 and Rainbow Gardens July 2011 time points (P = 0.04,
0.02 and 0.006, respectively, Figure 14) was found, while the sponges from Big Point May 2010
and Rainbow Gardens May 2010 did not exhibit global clustering across their respective grids (P
= 0.88, 0.98, respectively). No post-hurricane time points at either site exhibited global
clustering patterns (P > 0.05, Figure 15). Even though some of these grids did not exhibit global
clustering patterns of ARBS, every time point at each site showed ARBS hot-spots, suggestive of
some small-scale clustering within the grid (Figures 14 and 15).
Moran’s Index: Tests of the Moran’s I statistic revealed global spatial autocorrelation in prestorm time points for Big Point May 2011, Rainbow Gardens May 2010, and Rainbow Gardens
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May 2011 (Moran’s I; P = 0.002, 0.02, 0.07, respectively, Figure 14). While immediate posthurricane grids (September 2011) showed no significant spatial autocorrelation between diseased
individuals, there was significant spatial autocorrelation by June 2012 at Big Point (P = 0.0005;
Figure 15), which suggests a strong influence of a transmission mechanism in a dense A.
cauliformis population. Cluster and Outlier (Anselin Local Moran’s I) analysis revealed specific
areas of each grid that exhibited significantly high spatial autocorrelation, suggesting clustering,
or significantly low spatial autocorrelation, suggesting dispersion of diseased sponges (Figures 4
and 5). The Cluster and Outlier analysis indicated that in time points without significant global
spatial autocorrelation, the areas of significant negative spatial autocorrelation outnumbered
those with significant positive spatial autocorrelation.
Join-counts: Join-count statistics suggested contact as the likely mechanism of transmission,
demonstrated by significantly higher D:D contact joins in 3 of the 5 pre-hurricane grids (Table
2). Gabriel (vector) D:D joins did not differ from random at any sample time, and in 60% of
cases, sponges that were connected by Gabriel connectedness were also connected by contact
connectedness. One exception was Rainbow Gardens May 2010, where there were no shared
joins, yet there was a trend (P = 0.08) toward significant Gabriel connectedness. Post-hurricane
grids showed no significance for either type of connectedness. While the post-hurricane grids at
Big Point showed increased probability of contact connectedness from September 2011 to June
2012 (29% to 86%, respectively), the Rainbow Gardens quadrats showed no such trend. These
data suggests the existence of a density-dependent effect, due to a higher overall density of
sponges at Big Point than at Rainbow Gardens, further implicating contact as the primary mode
of transmission.
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Analysis of polygon grids demonstrated a strong dependence of these results on
clustering scale. At Big Point, where maximum clustering for significant contact joins was small,
the 0.5 m2 grids did not adequately reflect the trends seen in the join-count data for individuals.
However, at Rainbow Gardens, where maximum individual clustering was at a larger scale, the
same trends were observed for both significant point joins and polygon joins.
Discussion
Although Aplysina cauliformis is an abundant sponge species on Bahamian coral reefs
(Olson et al. 2006), ARBS can reduce the abundance of cyanobacterial symbionts (Gochfeld et
al. 2012a) on which A. cauliformis relies for most of its energy budget (Freeman and Thacker
2011); infection is also associated with differences in secondary chemistry (Gochfeld et al.
2012b), which can have implications for feeding deterrence, allelopathy and other important
ecological functions. Additionally, previous studies have shown that ARBS infection weakens a
sponge’s skeleton, making infected sponges more susceptible to breakage, especially during
storm events (Olson et al. 2006). However, despite documenting many dramatic effects of ARBS
on these sponges, previous studies were not able to determine whether ARBS detrimentally
impacted the long-term survival of individuals on the reef. By monitoring individually marked
sponges through time, our data demonstrate that ARBS infection increased a sponge’s rate of
tissue loss over time, due to the expansion of the ARBS lesion and an increased probability of
breakage. ARBS infection also increased the probability of death/removal of an individual from
the reef, suggesting that infection with ARBS leads to a differential proximate fate of individual
sponges on a reef.
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Biomass of A. cauliformis populations declined over time. At Big Point, both total
biomass and mean length of sponge in the population declined. At Rainbow Gardens, after an
initial increase in biomass in July 2011, overall biomass decreased while mean length of sponges
in the population remained relatively stable. The greatest influence on the sponge population, as
well as to the coral reef community as a whole, was a major storm event. The immediate poststorm sampling time showed dramatic decreases in sponge biomass over a very short period of
time (loss of 2,095 and 1,878 cm for Big Point and Rainbow Gardens, respectively). By the
following June, both populations had gained biomass and the number of individuals in the
population had increased. This increase in individuals, combined with the changes in the size
frequency distribution post storm to smaller sponges, suggests that fragmentation of A.
cauliformis occurred and that some of these fragments successfully settled on the reef. Diseased
sponges at Rainbow Gardens were no longer, on average, larger than healthy sponges on the reef.
Fragmentation has been shown to be an important mode for reproduction for some branching
sponge species (Wulff 1991, Tsurumi and Henry 1997, Wulff 2007b), but fragmentation in the
current study was more pronounced in diseased sponges, agreeing with previous observations
that documented increased breakage in ARBS infected sponges (Olson et al. 2006). Additionally,
increased breakage of individuals with active ARBS lesions could help in spreading ARBS to
other members in the population and even to other reefs in the region.
Spatial analysis
Spatial analysis is a useful tool for epidemiology in a wide variety of applications,
ranging from cholera epidemics to tree fungus transmission (Gilbert et al. 1994, Cliff and
Haggett 1996, Real and McElhany 1996, Jolles et al. 2002). While these techniques have been
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applied to several marine systems (Porter et al. 2001, Jolles et al. 2002, LeDrew et al. 2004,
Gardner et al. 2008, Sato et al. 2009, Zvuloni et al. 2009, Van Houtan et al. 2010, Lentz et al.
2011, Roff et al. 2011, Ban et al. 2012), few have used them to their full potential, which has
resulted in an inability to discern mechanistic information from the data. This lack of
mechanistic information has largely prevented researcher from determining the dynamics of a
disease within populations, and the long term effects of a particular disease (Bolker et al. 1995).
Additionally, because spatial and temporal scales of transmission patterns can vary greatly
among diseases, some basic understanding of a particular disease is crucial prior to studying
disease dynamics using spatial pattern analysis (Gilbert et al. 1994, Real and McElhany 1996,
Jolles et al. 2002). The current study built on previous studies focused on ARBS and assessed
clustering using a variety of spatial statistical techniques and also investigated specific
connectedness between sponges on the reef using join-counts. This comparison between spatial
statistical methods in this study highlighted the subtle differences in the relationships identified
by these various spatial statistics (Table 3).
The Ripley’s K statistic is a common statistic used in marine epidemiology (Jolles et al.
2002, Gardner et al. 2008, Zvuloni et al. 2009, Lentz et al. 2011), and in the current study this
statistic showed some degree of clustering at all sampling times, but with a highly variable range
(Table 3). In a similar study by Jolles et al. (Jolles et al. 2002), the Ripley’s K statistic helped to
discern the mechanism for secondary transmission of Aspergillosis in sea fans (Jolles et al.
2002). The Ripley’s K statistic was used to determine the presence of clustering and the scale at
which clustering occurred, and from this information, researchers were able to investigate
specific physical contact connections between individuals in their sampling area based on the
recorded locations for each individual (Jolles et al. 2002). In the current study, due to the wide
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clustering range at some time points and variability between time points, this statistic simply
suggested that there might be some degree of ARBS clustering in the population.
The Getis-Ord General G spatial statistic has also been used in marine epidemiology
studies (LeDrew et al. 2004, Roff et al. 2011, Ban et al. 2012) and in the current study it showed
significant ARBS clustering at some time points, as well as showing specific areas of clustering
within the grid for all time points. Ban et al. (Ban et al. 2012) used this technique at a much
larger scale to identify areas along the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) that showed between reef
clustering of coral bleaching and white syndrome. From this information, they can now
investigate causal relationships for these stressors by focusing on conditions at specific reefs.
Significant clustering using this statistic did not always correspond with significant results of
true connections between individuals, which would suggest that measuring clustering with the
Getis-Ord may not represent true spatial relationships between individuals on the reef.
Analysis of spatial autocorrelation using the Moran’s Index provided results that aligned
best with the true individual connectedness results. In every case where the join-count
connections were significant, the Moran’s I results were also significant, and this statistic seemed
more sensitive to spatial relationships than the join-count connections. The Moran’s I statistic
may be less affected by the possible loss of intermediate diseased sponges that may have
provided the connection between two currently diseased individuals.
The three spatial statistics used here are excellent initial approaches to investigate the
basics of spatial relationships in a system, but to ultimately determine a specific mechanism for
disease transmission, individual connectedness must be examined. Our study investigated both
direct contact connectedness and Gabriel (vector) connectedness. These two methods proved
useful because they specifically examined how individuals in the population were connected to
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each other, taking into account the attributes of each sponge and its location relative to all other
sponges in the survey area (Gilbert et al. 1994, Real and McElhany 1996). Direct contact
transmission analyses were selected based on previous studies demonstrating ARBS transmission
with forced contact between diseased and healthy individuals (Olson et al. 2006) and because the
morphology of A. cauliformis enables potential physical contact with neighboring sponges.
Gabriel connectedness (vector transmission) was adapted from a terrestrial model used to
investigate transmission of a plant disease by pollinating insects (Gilbert et al. 1994, Real and
McElhany 1996), and in this study was used to test for transmission through spongivore feeding.
The results of the join-count statistics showed significant contact joins in three out of five prestorm time points, indicating that physical contact was the most likely form of transmission in
this system. Following hurricane disturbance, we observed diseased sponge connections that
were no different than random, with insignificant join-count statistic p-values; however, these
observations added additional support to the theory of transmission by physical contact. Previous
data (Olson et al. 2006) and post-storm size frequency data showed that diseased sponges were
more susceptible to breakage. When these sponges fragmented or were removed from the
substrate, they could have rolled around the reef, potentially randomly contacting other sponges
in the population. Using the physical contact theory, if contact was randomized, the disease
pattern should also be randomized, as we observed in the post-hurricane time points. In contrast,
we would not expect a vector driven system to become randomized after the hurricane, since the
feeding patterns of spongivores, for example Canthigaster rostrata or Monacanthus tuckeri
(Easson pers obs), would not be randomized suddenly due to the hurricane. Additionally,
between September 2011 and June 2012, the probability of contact connectedness at Big Point
increased from 29% to 86% as the time since the storm increased. This trend was not observed
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at Rainbow Gardens, where the sponge population is less dense than at Big Point. The difference
may reflect a possible dependence on the density of the A. cauliformis population for ARBS
transmission that we would expect in a contact driven system.
Multiple factors could be affecting disease and transmission within the population of A.
cauliformis. One challenge was the ephemeral nature of the sponges themselves. As seen in the
marked sponge data, the annual resample rate was 67% and 39%, for healthy and diseased
individuals, respectively. Unlike corals, which are long-lived (years to decades), and leave
behind a permanent skeletal record of their location, sponges have shorter life-spans (months to
years), and when they die, they do not leave behind a skeleton that can be accounted for in
subsequent sampling times. Thus, the ability to resample individuals and determine their
proximate fate is lower than in studies investigating coral diseases. Another factor that might
affect a spatial population study like the current one is the influence of sponges outside the
sampling area. Our grids represent only a portion of the shallow reefs on which they are located.
Thus, there could be significant influence of sponges just outside the sampling area in terms of
disease dynamics. Many diseased sponges at these sites occurred along the edge of the grid
throughout the sampling period, but since these outside sponges were never directly sampled, we
cannot account for their influence on sponges inside the grid. These issues are potentially
reflected in some of the insignificant statistical results found in this study, suggesting that
additional factors may be influencing the spatial dynamics of the sponge population in these
grids.
While the connectedness models fit reasonably well, each failed to meet all assumptions
of the models. In the physical contact model, the sponge branch lengths were considered equal
since exact branch length of every sponge was not recorded, and this may underestimate sponge
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contacts. The vector model (Gabriel connectedness) assumed that the vector, in this case
spongivores, presumably fed on A. cauliformis exclusively. While many organisms eat sponges
on Caribbean reefs (Pawlik 2011), none have been documented to feed exclusively on A.
cauliformis. This could account for the presence of ARBS-like lesions in other species of
Verongids, but it may also dilute the influence of vector-driven transmission in our model, since
a spongivore may move to other sponge species after feeding on a diseased A. cauliformis
individual. Conversely, it means that any effects of vector transmission from other sponge
species will be unaccounted for and therefore underestimated. Despite these imperfections, we
feel that these statistical models adequately represent the dynamics of ARBS transmission due to
a significant contact connectedness signal that shows up over the noise of a natural system.
In conclusion, ARBS has been shown to be a detrimental disease to individuals, but its
effects at the population level were not as obvious, possibly due to the dramatic and potentially
confounding effects of the hurricane. Spatial analysis techniques have tremendously increased
our understanding of the dynamics of Aplysina Red Band Syndrome within A. cauliformis
populations, and enabled us to propose a physical contact mechanism of ARBS transmission
within populations of A. cauliformis. However, this study also raised questions regarding
disease susceptibility of these sponges. Among sponges that were in contact, transmission rates
for ARBS were typically low, suggesting that some genotypes may be more susceptible to
infection than others. With the advent of many next generation sequencing techniques, we can
begin to address these questions. Coupling these techniques with spatial analysis may enable us
to understand the implications of ARBS on Aplysina populations in the Caribbean.
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Figure 11: Representative photo-mosaics of Aplysina cauliformis population in 10 x 10 m grids
at A. Big Point and B. Rainbow Gardens. Dots represent the relative locations of healthy and
diseased A. cauliformis in the grids.
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Figure 12: A. Fate of Healthy and Diseased Marked sponge. Diseased sponges were more likely
to stay diseased and go missing compared to healthy sponges (Wilcoxon rank-sum analysis). B.
Mean length of marked sponges over time. While the diseased sponges are larger than healthy
sponges in March 08, their mean lengths decline at a greater rate than healthy sponges (Repeated
measures ANOVA, P = 0.04).
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Figure 13: Size Frequency Distribution of Healthy and diseased sponges. A-E are pre-storm
sampling times and F-I are post-storm sampling times. White bars represent healthy sponges in
the population, and black bars represent diseased individuals in the population.
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Figure 14: Comparison of areas of clustering and dispersion between the Getis-Ord General G
and Moran’s I statistics. Getis-Ord quadrats (on left) display areas where the General G value
was significant for clustering. Moran’s I quadrats (on right) display areas of significantly high
clustering and significantly low clustering. The differences in the ways in which they calculate
spatial relationships translate into them recognizing slightly different areas as “clustered”. Also
note that between sampling times, significant clusters often overlap or are immediately adjacent
to one another suggesting transmission is over a relatively small scale.
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Figure 15: Post-storm sampling times showing the effects of the storm on the clustering patterns
observed in the grids. Getis-Ord results are shown on left and Moran’s I results are shown on the
right. The hurricane randomized the observed patterns in pre-storm sampling times, but this
pattern appeared to recover to some degree between September 2011 and June 2012 at Big Point.
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Healthy
sponges
330
254
243
261
305
126
174
108
147

Diseased
sponges
12
31
27
19
15
7
13
10
5

Percent
Diseased
3.5
10.9
10
6.8
4.7
4
9.8
8.5
3.3

Mean±SE length
(cm)
52±4
46±4
47±4
38±3
36±2
56±6
48±4
54±5
50±5

Total length
(cm)
17,795
13,063
12,728
10,633
11,529
7,400
8,283
6,405
7,599

Table 2: Aplysina cauliformis population attributes at two shallow reef sites in the Bahamas from 2010 to 2012. The dashed

Total
sponges
342
285
270
280
320
133
187
118
152

line represents the occurrence of Hurricane Irene.

Big Point 2010
Big Point May 2011
Big Point July 2011
Big Point September 2011
Big Point June 2012
Rainbow Gardens 2010
Rainbow Gardens 2011
Rainbow Gardens September 2011
Rainbow Gardens June 2012
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Table 3: Join-count statistics of healthy and diseased A. cauliformis in 10 x 10 m grids at two sites in the Bahamas. Joins

are represented as H:H = healthy:healthy, H:D = healthy:diseased, D:D = diseased:diseased; Total = total joins in a grid. P=the

proportion of random diseased:diseased joins that were greater than or equal to the observed number of diseased:diseased joins.

Contact Connectedness
Observed/ Expected Joins
H:D
D:D
Total
98/143
2/4.4
973/991
106/144
24/14
524/486
126/156
18/14
602/502
94/92
4/4.7
510/434
72/80
6/3
560/464
30/20
4/1
218/104
66/29
8/1.6
373/152
46/18
0/1
282/90
20/12
0/0.2
326/132

P=
0.93
0.03
0.30
0.71
0.14
0.05
0.03
0.99
0.99

H:H
587/604
407/425
393/410
424/459
508/549
197/216
225/274
157/176
221/259

Gabriel Connectedness
Observed/Expected Joins
H:D
D:D
Total
41/45
0/1
628/650
100/109
10/7
517/540
81/92
8/5
482/507
60/67
2/2
486/529
46/55
2/1
556/605
23/24
2/0.5
222/241
42/45
2/1.6
269/321
30/33
2/1.4
189/210
15/18
0/0.3
236/278

P=
0.99
0.50
0.13
0.70
0.27
0.08
0.45
0.39
0.99

BP = Big Point and RG = Rainbow Gardens, Bold numbers = significant values and Underlined numbers = trends in the results.

H:H
873/843
393/328
458/331
412/341
482/381
184/83
298/121
236/71
306/119

The dashed line represents the occurrence of Hurricane Irene.

BP May 2010
BP May 2011
BP July 2011
BP Sept 2011
BP June 2012
RG May 2010
RG July 2011
RG Sept 2011
RG June 2012
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Table 4: Summary of Spatial statistical analyses. Comparison of the results of spatial statistics associated with disease of

Aplysina cauliformis two populations at different time points. Each statistic tests for slightly different spatial characteristics.

Contact connectedness was best able to explain clustering patterns within the study grids. In the current study, the results of the

Moran’s Index best represented individual connections shown by direct contact join-counts for ARBS infected sponges. *Range

represents scale of significant clustering for the Ripley’s K statistic. Clusters and Outliers are individual Thiessen polygons in the

grids that exhibited significant values for the Getis-Ord General G and the Moran’s Index Statistics. BP=Big Point; RG=Rainbow
Gardens.
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CONCLUSIONS
The research in this dissertation aimed to answer some fundamental questions about how
sponges, important members of the coral reef community, respond to a variety of potential
environmental stressors. This research sought to not just address these stressors individually, but
in environmentally relevant combinations, to better understand their true impacts. The work
presented here built on previous knowledge about the ecology of sponges, how they interact with
other reef organisms, how diseases are spread in a population, and how sponges respond to
natural and anthropogenic stressors.
The research in Chapter 1 revealed a complex sponge-algal interaction that changed
under elevated nutrient concentrations. This complex interaction exhibited properties of both
competition and facilitation. Algal contact reduced sponge photosymbiont abundance and
productivity. This occurred mostly through shading of these symbionts, shown by similar
responses between the shade control and algal contact treatments, as well as a lack of allelopathic
effects. When this experiment was repeated in a laboratory setting over a two week period
(Appendix III), algal contact did not elicit a negative effect on the sponge, suggesting that it may
be able to cope with shorter periods of reduced irradiance. Sponge contact positively affected
the alga through increasing algal productivity. This result indicates that the alga may be
receiving some nutrient from the sponge. Because A. cauliformis has been shown to efflux
nitrogen resources (Maldonado et al. 2012), it was hypothesized that nitrogen transfer from the
sponge could be the cause of increased productivity in the alga.
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Elevated nutrients had some effects on the sponge-algal interaction. Nutrient enrichment
had mixed effects on A. cauliformis individuals. The addition of nutrients enhanced symbiotic
cyanobacterial productivity in the sponge, in the absence of shading. This is not surprising, as
this has previously been shown to happen in closely related free-living cyanobacteria (Zehr and
Ward 2002). Despite the benefit to the cyanobacterial symbionts, the sponge holobiont
responded negatively to elevated nutrients, as measured by circulating soluble protein
concentrations, and this same negative effect was also observed in a shorter-term laboratory
experiment (Appendix III). This discrepancy between cell fractions could indicate a disruption
in the tightly coupled symbiosis between the cyanobacterial symbionts and the sponge host.
Because A. cauliformis relies on its symbionts for most of its energy budget, and has not shown
the ability to adjust to more heterotrophic feeding strategies (Freeman and Thacker 2011), a
disruption in this important relationship could be quite detrimental to the long-term survival of
the sponge. Algal productivity increased in response to elevated nutrients, but unlike in the
previous experiment, it did not respond to sponge contact. This may further suggest that the
driver for increased algal productivity associated with sponge contact is nutrient transfer,
because when nutrient levels were elevated above the low levels the sponge may excrete, the
benefit of sponge contact was not observed.
Potential mechanisms for algal contact stress and sponge facilitation of the alga using
stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen were explored in Chapter 2. There were no effects on
carbon and nitrogen dynamics within A. cauliformis associated with M. marinum contact. Longterm contact with M. marinum might be expected to reduce carbon and nitrogen assimilation
and/or translocation, as has been seen in other studies (Freeman et al. 2013), but over the 24 hour
time frame of the experiments, no effect was observed. In contrast, sponge transfer of nitrogen to
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the alga was observed for the nitrogen substrate ammonium. This transfer was not observed for
a nitrate substrate of nitrogen, and many factors, as discussed in chapter 2, could contribute to
this differential transfer and/or availability of these two nitrogen substrates. The results of these
experiments suggest that the increased productivity observed in the alga after a month in contact
with the sponge was due to the transfer of low levels of nitrogen from the sponge to the alga.
To build on previous research showing that Aplysina Red Band Syndrome (ARBS)
maintains a noticeable presence in populations of A. cauliformis in the Bahamas (Olson et al.
2006), has detrimental effects to the health of an individual (Gochfeld et al. 2012a) and possibly
its chemical defenses (Gochfeld et al. 2012b), and can be transmitted to healthy individuals
through forced physical contact (Olson et al. 2006, Gochfeld and Olson unpub), the research in
the final chapter asked three fundamental questions about ARBS. (1) Does ARBS affect the
long-term survival of an individual in the population? (2) How is ARBS transmitted within a
natural population of A. cauliformis? and (3) How does the A. cauliformis population and ARBS
transmission respond to natural disturbances to the ecosystem? This research showed that
infection with ARBS significantly decreases an individual’s chance of survival on the reef.
Given the individual effects that were previously documented associated with ARBS infection
(tissue loss and increased susceptibility to breakage; Olson et al. 2006, Gochfeld et al. 2012a), it
is not surprising that these characteristics would negatively affect long-term survival of an
individual.
To address transmission of the disease in a natural system, this study utilized spatial
analysis techniques that have been applied to several marine disease studies, with mixed results
(Jolles et al. 2002, Zvuloni et al. 2009, Roff et al. 2011, Ban et al. 2012). Spatial analysis proved
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extremely useful for studying transmission of ARBS and helped us to determine that physical
contact between individuals on the reef was the major driver for transmission within a
population. Having the knowledge of how this disease is transmitted within a population and
how it responds to population structure and periodic disturbances allows us to now model its
spread and predict the long-term impacts of ARBS to the A. cauliformis population. It is
important to note that the current research determined how ARBS is transmitted within a
population, not between populations. It is unlikely that direct contact would account for the
widespread occurrence of ARBS across the Caribbean basin. Determining transmission between
regions and/or initial establishment in a region will likely come from identification of the
etiologic agent responsible for ARBS.
The occurrence of Hurricane Irene during our study gave us the unique opportunity to
investigate the effects of this storm on A. cauliformis populations. The storm had a dramatic
effect on sponge biomass, reducing sponge biomass by approximately 19% almost overnight.
This sharp decline in biomass was particularly high in diseased sponges, and the hurricane
effectively randomized the disease pattern. One possible explanation of this random post-storm
pattern is that when the storm removed or broke diseased sponges, these infected pieces could
have rolled around the reef randomly contacting other individuals in the population. Storm
effects on the greater population reduced overall biomass, but in later surveys, the number of
individuals was dramatically increased, which may suggest increased fragmentation, an
important reproductive mode in sponges (Wulff 2006b). In the absence of further disturbance,
these new individuals, along with new recruits, would be allowed to prosper, essentially resetting
the system. While historically this would be the case, the sponges in these populations now have
to contend with additional stressors such as ARBS and algal contact.
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Our ability to analyze the effects of multiple stressors is paramount to understanding how
coral reefs of the future will be structured. While this dissertation offered some insight into how
an important reef organism responds to a combination of natural and anthropogenic stressors,
many questions remain unanswered. Through continued population monitoring, we could likely
determine whether the seasonality of M. marinum gives sponges some respite from algal contact,
which might allow the A. cauliformis population to persist despite the stress of algal contact. To
determine whether internal carbon and nitrogen dynamics are disrupted and/or if nitrogen
transfer is affected by long-term algal contact, a similar experiment to the chapter 1 field
experiment could be done, coupled with enrichment of sponge samples and investigation of
subsequent transfer to algae as in chapter 2. This would determine whether the sponge-symbiont
relationship was disrupted by algal contact and/or increased nutrients, and if nitrogen
contribution to the alga was affected as a result. Lastly, when investigating disease transmission,
one must consider susceptibility. It is possible that some genotypes are less susceptible to ARBS
infection, explaining the relatively low transmission rate in the natural population. Employing
modern molecular techniques with a relevant spatial sampling scheme for the population could
begin to answer the question of whether some sponges are inherently more or less susceptible to
ARBS infection, allowing us to better predict the broader effects of the disease in the population.
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APPENDIX I: CHEMISTRY RESULTS FROM CHAPTER 1: COMPLEX ECOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATIONS: EVIDENCE FOR COMPETITION AND FACILITATION IN A SPONGEALGAL INTERACTION.
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Goal
The purpose of this analysis was to determine the effects of algal contact, elevated nutrients and
combinations of the two stressors on the internal chemistry of A. cauliformis.
Methods
Aplysina cauliformis samples from the competition and nutrient experiments were extracted and
processed according to the methods in Gochfeld et al. (2012b). Briefly, 1 cm of lyophilized
sponge was extracted using an Accelerated Solvent Extractor (ASE, Dionex). Each sample was
exhaustively extracted in a 1:1 mixture of dichloromethane (DCM) and methanol (MeOH),
followed by an 80:20 solution of MeOH and H2O to yield organic and aqueous extracts,
respectively. The organic extracts were dried and weighed. The organic extracts were then redissolved to a concentration of 5 mg/ml and filtered through a 0.45 µm PolyTetraFluoriEthylene
(PTFE) filter. Chemical fingerprints of each organic extract were created by injecting 10 µl of
filtered extract onto an analytical High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) system
(Alliance 2695, Waters, Milford, MA, USA) coupled to a Waters 2998 Photodiode Array
detector. Analysis was done on a Phenomenex 5 µm C18 250X4.6 mm column using a gradient
system of 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water to 0.05% TFA in acetonitrile.
Chromatograms were analyzed at 254 nm and the areas under the curve of 5 peaks were
analyzed. Peak areas were compared between samples in the competition experiment using oneway ANOVAs to test for treatment effects, and in the nutrient experiment using two-way
ANOVAs to test for nutrient and competition treatment effects. Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test
(P<0.05) was used to analyze differences among treatments.
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Results
Competition experiment
The concentrations of fistularin–3, aplysamine and peak 4 did not differ significantly
between treatments (fistularin-3: F = 2.5466, P = 0.097, Figure 16; aplysamine: F = 1.1693, P =
0.326, Figure 17; peak 4: F = 0.8943, P = 0.422, Figure 18). Peak 5 only appeared in the algal
contact treatment and in one sample from the sponge alone treatment. Due to this, we were not
able to run statistics on this peak in the competition experiment. Peak 6 occurred in significantly
higher concentrations in the algal contact treatment than the sponge alone treatment (F = 4.17, P
= 0.028, Figure 19).
Nutrient experiment
Fistularin-3 concentration was not significantly affected by nutrient dose (F = 0.91, P =
0.41), but was significantly affected by algal contact treatment (F = 5.94, P = 0.004), and the
interaction of the two variables (F = 5.79, P = 0.0004). The sponge alone treatment had
significantly lower concentrations of fistularin-3 than the algal contact and shade control
treatments (Figure 20). Aplysamine showed no significant effects of nutrient dose (F = 2.09, P =
0.13), algal contact treatment (F = 0.12, P = 0.89) or the interaction of the terms (F = 2.26, P =
0.07, Figure 21). Peak 4 showed no significant effects of algal contact treatment ( F = 0.37, P =
0.69), but did show a significant effect of nutrient dose (F = 12.51, P< 0.001) and a significant
interaction between nutrient dose and algal contact treatment (F = 4.68, P = 0.0025). The high
nutrient dose samples had significantly lower concentrations of peak 4 than the low and medium
doses (Figure 22). Peak 5 showed a significant effect of nutrient dose (F = 12.66, P < 0.001), but
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no effect of algal contact treatments (F = 2.05, P = 0.14) and no significant interaction effect (F =
1.30, P = 0.28). Samples given the high nutrient dose had significantly higher concentrations of
Peak 5 compared to the medium and low doses (Figure 23). Peak 6 showed significant effects of
both algal contact treatment (F = 8.05, P = 0.001) and nutrient dose (F = 3.40, P = 0.04), and a
significant interaction between the two variables (F = 6.12, P = 0.0005). The algal contact
treatment showed significantly higher levels of peak 6 compared to the sponge alone and shade
control treatments (Figure 24).
Conclusions
Variation in chemical fingerprints was observed in both the competition and nutrient
experiments. Two peaks that were analyzed responded to algal contact treatment. Fistularin-3 in
the nutrient experiment showed an increased concentration in the shade control and algal contact
treatments, suggesting that this compound increases in response to reduced irradiance. Peak 6
showed an increased concentration in the algal contact treatment in both experiments. In the
competition experiment, peak 6 concentration in the sponge alone treatment differed from the
algal contact treatment, with the shade control as an intermediate, while in the nutrient
experiment, the shade control and the sponge alone treatments were significantly different than
the algal contact treatments. This suggests some role of nutrients in the concentration of this
compound, but also that the concentration of this compound responds to the algal contact itself,
and not just to the reduced irradiance caused by the algae. These data provide some evidence for
up-regulation of a secondary metabolite in response to algal contact, suggesting the presence of
an inducible defense mechanism (Thoms and Schupp 2007). Peaks 4 and 5 both showed an effect
of nutrient dose on their concentrations. For Peak 4, the high nutrient dose showed significantly
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lower concentrations than the low and medium doses, suggesting a stress response to high levels
of nutrients. The opposite was shown for Peak 5, as its concentration increased at the high
nutrient dose, possibly suggesting an up regulation of these nitrogenous compounds in response
to higher concentrations of the chemical in the water column. The chemical fingerprints of these
samples show that A. cauliformis has a variety of responses associated with algal contact and
increased nutrient loads. Comparisons of these fingerprints with other endpoints from this
experiment could elicit some causal relationships for the observed changes.
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Figure 16: Fistularin-3 concentration among treatments in the competition experiment. No
significant differences in concentration were observed after the 4 week duration of the
competition experiment (one-way ANOVA P = 0.097).
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Figure 17: Aplysamine concentration among treatments in the competition experiment. No
differences in concentration were observed after the 4 week experiment (one-way ANOVA P =
0.326)
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Figure 18: Concentration of peak 4 among treatments in the competition experiment. Peak 4
concentrations did not differ among treatments after the competition experiment (One-way
ANOVA, P =.42)
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Figure 19: Peak 6 concentrations in the competition experiment. Peak 6 showed a significant
effect of algal contact treatment (One-way ANOVA, P = 0.03). Significant differences among
groups are shown by different letters above each bar.
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Figure 20: Fistularin-3 concentrations from the nutrient experiment. Fistularin-3 showed a
significant effect of treatment (Two-way ANOVA P = 0.004) and a significant interaction
between treatment and nutrient dose (P = 0.0004). Significant differences among groups are
shown by different letter designations above each bar.
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Figure 21: Aplysamine concentrations from the 4 week nutrient experiment. Aplysamine
concentration did not differ among treatment groups.
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Figure 22: Concentrations of peak 4 from the nutrient experiment. Concentration of this
compound showed a significant effect of nutrient dose (P< 0.0001) and a significant interaction
between algal contact treatment and nutrient dose (P = 0.003). Significant differences are shown
by different letter groups in the figure.
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Figure 23: Concentration of peak 5 after the 4 week nutrient experiment.This peak showed a
significant effect of nutrient dose (P< 0.001). Significant differences are shown by different letter
groups in the figure.
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Figure 24: Concentration of peak 6 after the 4 week nutrient experiment. This peak showed a
significant effect of algal contact treatment (P = 0.001) and a significant interaction of algal
contact treatment and nutrient dose (P = 0.0005). Significant differences are represented by a
break in the horizontal line and different letter groups in the figure.
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APPENDIX II: CHLOROPHYLL A MEASUREMENTS FROM CHAPTER 2: CARBON AND
NITROGEN DYNAMICS AND TRANSFER IN A CARIBBEAN SPONGE-ALGAL
INTERACTION.
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Goal
The goal of this analysis was to examine the acute effects of algal contact on A. cauliformis
chlorophyll a concentrations.
Methods
Chlorophyll a concentration was analyzed for A. cauliformis and M. marinum samples in
both the NO3-/HCO3- and the NH4+ stable isotope experiments. Chlrophyll a concentration was
measured according to the methods outlined in Erwin and Thacker (2007), and are briefly
described on pages 20-21. Chlorophyll a concentration data for sponges was analyzed with
separate one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) to examine differences among treatments
within a time point and between time points, rather than a two-way ANOVA, due to a lack of
sufficient degrees of freedom in the two-way analysis. Algal chlorophyll a concentrations were
analyzed using one-way ANOVAs to investigate possible differences among treatment groups
and time points.
Results
Chlorophyll a concentration in sponges from the NO3-/HCO3- experiment did not differ
significantly among sampling times (F = 2.09, P = 0.12) or between treatments (F = 0.30, P =
0.82, Figure 25). Concentration of chlorophyll a in algae from the NO3-/HCO3- experiment did
change significantly from initial values when the algae was at 15cm from the enriched sponge (F
= 0.69, P = 0.51) or at 30 cm from the enriched sponge (F = 1.35, P = 0.28). When the alga was
in contact with the sponge, there was significant variation in chlorophyll a concentration (F =
4.81, P = 0.02), but the significant differences were between the 12 hour and 24 hour samples,
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with the initial samples intermediate and not significantly different than either of the other time
periods (Figure 26).
Chlorophyll a concentration in sponges from the NH4+ experiment did not differ among
times (F = 0.07, P = 0.97) or between algal contact treatments (F = 0.47, P = 0.70, Figure 27).
Algal chloropyll a concentration in the NH4+ experiment did not differ from initial
concentrations when the algae was in contact with the enriched sponge (F = 0.81, P = 0.46), at
15cm from the enriched sponge (F = 1.25, P = 0.31), or at 30 cm from the enriched sponge (F =
1.61, P = 0.23, Figure 28).
Conclusions
No differences were seen in chlorophyll a concentration in either the sponge or the alga.
In the contact experiments performed in Chapter 1, A. cauliformis benefited M. marinum when
they were in contact by enhancing productivity, as measured by chlorophyll a concentration.
Additionally, in the contact experiments, uptake of nutrients by the sponge enhanced symbiont
chlorophyll a concentration when the sponge was not in contact with the alga (Chapter 1). These
trends were not observed in the stable isotope experiments described here. The short time frame
for this experiment (1 day) may be responsible for these differing results. From the standpoint of
the sponge, these results suggest that it can withstand short-term algal contact without
consequence to symbiont productivity. For the alga, these results suggest that uptake of nitrogen
resources may not immediately boost chlorophyll a concentrations, and a longer time frame may
be needed to observe noticeable biochemical effects in the alga.
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Figure 25: Mean (±SE) Chlorophyll a concentration for sponges in the NO3-/HCO3- experiment
at each time point. No significant differences were observed among different time points or
between treatments (P > 0.05).
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Figure 26: Mean (±SE) chlorophyll a concentration for M. marinum at different time points and
distances from A. cauliformis. Sponge contact elicited significant variation in chlorophyll a
concentration (P = 0.02), but the observed difference was between the 12 and 24 hour samples,
with the initial samples intermediate. No differences were seen in algal samples at 15 cm and 30
cm (P >0.05).
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Figure 27: Mean (±SE) chlorophyll a concentration for A. cauliformis in the NH4+ experiment.
There were no differences among time points or between treatments (P > 0.05).
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Figure 28: Mean (±SE) chlorophyll a concentration for M. marinum at different time points and
distances from the sponge in the NH4+ experiment. No differences among treatments or among
time points was observed (P >0.05).
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APPENDIX III: ALGAL-MICROBIAL INTERACTION EXPERIMENT: MEDIATION OF
ALGAL STRESS THROUGH THE REMOVAL OF ALGAL MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES.
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Goal
The aim of this experiment was to examine the role of algal microbial communities in the
interaction between Aplysina cauliformis and Microdictyon marinum.
Methods
To examine the role of algal microbes in the interaction between A. cauliformis and M.
marinum, a factorial designed laboratory experiment was performed. This experiment
manipulated 3 variables: algal contact, nutrient concentration and microbial abundance. Sponges
and algae were collected from the shallow reef site, North Normans (N 23˚ 47.388, W 76˚
08.273’). Samples were brought back to the lab and allowed to acclimate in flowing seawater.
Each sponge was placed in an individual tank and randomly assigned to a treatment group (N = 7
per treatment). The three treatment groups were: algal contact or sponge alone, nutrient
enrichment (2 grams of 14-14-14 Osmocote© fertilizer wrapped in window screen) or ambient
nutrient concentration, and UV-sterilized water or non UV-sterilized water. Seawater was UV
sterilized using an in-line sterilizer. Algae were sterilized by soaking in 50 ug/ml ampicillin
antibiotic (Smith et al. 2006) for 3 hours, after which they were rinsed with sterile seawater
before being placed in contact with a sponge. The experiment ran for 14 days, and fertilizer
packs were replaced after 7 days. Sterility of the water was measured using a handheld
luminometer (SystemSURE PLUS, Hygiena). Fifty milliliters of water was collected from a
randomly selected tank in each treatment (UV and Ambient), and this volume was filtered
through a sterile 0.2 um filter. After filtration, the filter paper was swabbed with an ATPase swab
(Ultrasnap ATP test, Hygiena) and put in the luminometer to measure ATPase activity as a proxy
for bacterial abundance on the filter paper.
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Chlorophyll a concentration and total protein concentration were the most sensitive endpoints for
determining sponge health (Chapter 1), and these endpoints were measured according to the
methods outlined in chapter 1. Change in chlorophyll a and protein concentration data (FinalInitial) was analyzed using a 3-way ANOVA. When UV treatments were pooled for soluble
protein concentration, the data was analyzed using a 2-way ANOVA. Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test
(P<0.05) was used for all post-hoc tests.
Results
Measurements of ATPase activity using rapid light units (RLU) showed a significant
decrease in microbial abundance in the UV sterilized treatment compared to the ambient
microbial abundance treatment (41.00 ± 5.54 and 11.67 ± 5.05 for ambient and UV treatments,
respectively; F = 15.31, P = 0.004, Figure 29).
Chlorophyll a concentration for sponges in the 2 week lab microbe experiment was not affected
by algal contact (F = 0.15, P = 0.70), UV treatment (F = 0.0024, P = 0.96), nutrient dose (F =
0.09, P = 0.76), or any interaction (F = 0.82, P = 0.37, F = 0.03, P = 0.86, F = 0.07, P = 0.80, and
F = 1.05, P = 0.31 for algal contact and UV treatment, algal contact and nutrient dose, UV
treatment and nutrient dose and all three variables, respectively, Figure 30). Soluble protein
concentration for sponges in the lab microbe experiment was affected by nutrient dose (F =
14.34, P = 0.0004), but it was not affected by algal contact (F = 3.27, P = 0.08), UV treatment (F
= 1.61, P = 0.21), or the interaction of any variables (F = 0.65, P = 0.42, F = 0.00, P = 0.99, F =
0.01, P = 0.91, and F = 0.00, P = 0.98 for algal contact and UV treatment, algal contact treatment
and nutrient dose, UV treatment and nutrient dose, and all three variables, respectively, Figure
31) Since no effect of UV treatment was observed, samples were pooled and reanalyzed using a
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two-way ANOVA for the factorial effect of nutrient dose and algal contact treatment. Pooled
data showed a significant effect of algal contact treatment (F = 6.70, P = 0.01) and nutrient dose
(F = 20.11, P < 0.0001), but there was no interactive effect of the two variables (F = 0.70, P =
0.41, Figure 32). The algal contact treatment showed a higher protein concentration than the
sponge alone treatment. Increased nutrient concentration significantly decreased soluble protein
concentration in the sponge.
Conclusion
Unlike the results of Chapter 1, chlorophyll a was not affected by algal contact or nutrient
dose, potentially due to the shorter duration of the current experiment. Soluble protein
concentration was significantly reduced under higher nutrient concentrations, which aligns with
the results in chapter 1. The main goal of this experiment was to determine whether algal
microbes played a role in sponge stress related to algal contact. While there is evidence to
suggest that microbial abundance was reduced both in the water and in the sponge in the UV
treatment, there was no difference in sponge health associated with this reduction. It is likely that
the algal microbes do not play a large role in the stress associated with algal contact with a
sponge, which is in contrast to what has been observed for algal-coral interactions (Smith et al.
2006). Since sponges are often mixotrophic, they may be able to cope with the algal microbial
communities by increasing filter feeding activity, although there is no direct evidence for this
currently.
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Figure 29: Mean (±SE) for water sterilization measured in rapid light units (RLU) taken over the
course of the 2 week algal microbial interaction experiment. UV sterilized water had
significantly lower RLU measurements indicating lower ATPase activity and lower microbial
abundance (P = 0.004).
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Figure 30: Mean (±SE) change in chlorophyll a concentration from the 2 week lab microbe
experiment. There were no treatment effects on symbiont chlorophyll a concentration (P> 0.05).
Amb refers to ambient microbial abundance, while UV refers to the UV sterilized treatment.
Low is the ambient nutrient concentration and High represents increased nutrient concentration.
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Figure 31: Mean (±SE) change in soluble protein concentration from the lab microbe
experiment. There was a significant effect of nutrient dose (P = 0.0004) but no other treatments
had an effect (P > 0.05). Amb refers to ambient microbial abundance, while UV refers to the UV
sterilized treatment. Low is the ambient nutrient concentration and High represents increased
nutrient concentration. Different letter groups represent differences among treatments.
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Figure 32: Mean (±SE) change in soluble protein concentration from the lab microbe
experiment with UV treatments pooled. There was a significant effect of nutrient dose and algal
contact (P< 0.05), but no effect of the interaction of the two terms (P> 0.05). Low refers to
ambient nutrient concentration, and high refers to elevated nutrient concentration. Different letter
groups indicate significant differences between treatments.
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